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1954 Welcomed At Numerous Affairs Over

Gilbert Doughty, chairman of the Union Eire Department party
at I'nion. sells ticket* to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Savage, early romers
at the well attended event In Thompson Memorial.

L
The new

year wa» welcomed in respective homes. with members
jwny places in the Coastal Area and guecsta enjoying full prof. pubhe
pubhc affairs, those of elub6
c.ub6 and trains.
In Warren, the Lions christened
private homes wtiere friends
the newly decora ttd Oliver Hall
i:4 relatives gstliered for the oc- .
a deuce and refreshments. At
'•’do'1Union, the firemen staged a basil j
i Police rrtxrrt that it was the ; In the Thompson Memorial gympMeieaf in years
In Rockland. I nas;um. which wa, well attended.
>4ty accidents totaled exactly SIS
Tile Knox Coun’y Poultry Im
p vehicle damage, with no per- provement Association members
tonal lujuries being recorded
were guests of Mr and Mrs. Ralph
The Knox Hospital Auxll.ary Hunt at their Lincolnville home
led a mo. t succts ful affair at
In Rockland. Rev J Charles
ic Thcrndike Hotel for the bene- MacDonald and liir. parishioners of
it of the hosgMtal.
the First Baptist Church conduct| legionnaires and Elks observed ed Watch Night services at the
advent of t.'ie new voar at tlielr church

Legionnaires at Rockland entertained fellow members and guests
to welcome the new year. Above are committeemen Harold Tolman,
Gardner French and Commander Frank McDonnell. Charles Duff
was chairman of the party.

THOMASTON

SCHOOL COMMITTEE

At Barren, couples danced thr old year
out and the New Year in at Glover
Hall.
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•2 50 si* month*
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Rev. and Mrs. .1. Charles MacDonald, right, are served at the refreshment table at the
Watch Night services of the Rockland First Baptist Church. Serving are Brown Club mem
bers. Mrs. Ernest Crie and Miss Anna Webster.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE STEPS

CONTESTS FOR COUNTY TREASURER,

RECOMMENDS ADDITION TO LURA

FORWARD AGAIN—THIS TIME

SENATE AND LEGISLATURE LOOM

LIBBY SCHOOL TO CARE FOR

TO INSURE DELIVERY TO ALL

AS NEW CANDIDATES APPEAR

GROWING SCHOOL ROSTER

he too was considering running for
ON DAY OF PUBLICATION
the post left vacant by the decision
The Thomaston School Commit- withdrawn from the high school
Ovdr half of the well over BOtX) , press hour experiments nave I
of Senator Frank Harding to seek
’ee is now conducting a survey building and given space In an- subscribers of The Couner-Oa- been tried, the delay of delivery 1
the position of attorney general.
! zrtte live outside the Immediate 1 beyond day of publication has perth rough the aid of the tow n s par- ! 0^,,r building
Harding defeated Sleeper lor
cuts in anticipation of securing, uu
ildditlon, while It is appre- hcavny populated areas of Rock- sisted. a condition not satisfactory i
the senate berth two years ago
1 land. Camden and Thomaston. and to advertisers, readers or the puboverall and unbiased criticism of' c‘a,c<^
^c so-called "Green to these subscribers this uewsixiix r Usher
Payson I'ndrcided
•
Thomaston's
School has never been conundertaken an intensive
current
probable
ve effort ■ With the Tuesday issue, the I
This morning, Curtis Payson or
school problems. While it is freely demned up to this writing (and
serve the past few years, with study and experimentation which
Union had not reached a decision
acknowledged that n<A ail of the
P0*1’1 should be emphasized at jearm pag, school Page, constant has gone on since_____
194S............
when the
as to whether or not he would again
written questionnaires have been i,his t',nPI' this building is con- picture news. etc., exactly ns it has 1 present publisher took over, will
seek to serve as county attorney
r-turi c(| "o date, n review of those ' sldprpd b>' many to be obsolete tried to give Intensify service to be brought to a head In a new op- I
for Knox County. His decision is
d and In hand reveals a 'irpbitectually and educationally, the subscribers of the three cen- ; erating schedule planned to place |
expected within u fpw days
iNNUAL CAMDEN-ROCKLAND COURT complet'
aery murked concern by a large, Bea- lnk in mind that thia school, ters named
The Courier-Gazette In the hands I
In an announcement of the can
majority of 'lie jiarents for the ov-,
15 eostlv to taxpayers of ThornThe defect which defied cure has of every subscriber and dealer or: ;
1ATTLES DUE THIS EVENING
didacy of Ralph Winchenpaw of
ererowdmg and Inadequaney of our, alt,°11 ’’H*’ rPSPeP* f"
heating been t|,e
of adequate delivery i tl.c chav of publication The aid of!
Friendship for re-election to leg
Boys and girls of Camden invade tasks The two teams are conqiosed school room fa-illtles within this P'ahf »n<l Janitorial service because service, and though truck and cars the Rockland postmaster and ills
islature: the town of Thomaston,
ioekland onight for a basketball mostly of underclassmen as only community. This reaction Is In line
*** 'ieaHiig plant and general for special despatch and various , force has been ought and readily
which he serves, was omitted from
Finest with the Tigers and Tiger- four seniors are represented on with the though's shared for some structure. <3) will soon need to be
given. ; s lias been the case oi every i
the list, of communities in his dis
I'les of Rockland High This is the tx/h varsity squads
time by the town's school board repainted. (3) will soon demand the Town. Ashland. Houlton. Augusta, postmaster in the area, and the die |
trict by error
• :.lv tune this ear that the girls
Tht.
# luggle
members, for if she present method installing of a new heating unit. Report. Rockland - to mention is cast for the first issue of IBM
Earl B Porter
fll be plavlng the preliminary to tw-„ CalI,deifR spc„| and
_have had t<) nie(,t thptr
No changes should be apparent j
of instruction In Thomaston's (4) will annually require expendi- OI1iy a
Experience might be » good
he Rockland boys at home Tin iallds height with the lielghl in the Schools Is 'o be maintained, addi tures for major repairs, and (51 is crowded situations by launching to the casual reader, and delivery
teacher—but it never pats you on
The
political
pot
Is
boiling
brtskgame is slated to get under favorlte ro|e Bu, uhe„ ,hw tional classrooms arc urgently re felt by many citizens to be a fire 1 U1X)I] „ gchooi b,lHdlns program
in Rockland to subscribers and I.
.
.
the back after a hard learned les
. j i ly In the county, and much earlier
av at 7 o clock
coastal rivals meet, past records quired To keep a healthy school hazard, the school board feels that
Tlie Insufficiency of our class- dealers will be virtually unaffected.
'
son
flic boys game is to be a battle and aj| other favoring factors go function in operation, more rooms the money needed for these five ; rooms and ‘hose experienced na- save for a somewhat earlier arrival j ^Han is usual In election years
an Inexperienced M school plav- nyll,R 01Jt thp wlndw alld
vjfw should lx* available for the com requirements and others might more j tionally is largely flip outgrowth of' of the papers In the stores of all
Deputy Sheriff Earl B Porter of
FAVORITE POEM
an experienced I. s- bool as bo'h
vears gone qy a srorehiiig ball- mencement of classes in September wisely be channelled Into the cost ■ Wor|d War n. o„rin(! these war dealers
Rockland aiuiounced Friday he had
If I had my life to live again, I
,«h.s
Beryl loach of Camden | „alll<.
in st<jrt for lo,.ul f.lhv
of
a
school
addition
at
the
new
years
_
0
,
lr
b
„j|
d
„
lg
materials
were
1954.
papers in circulation for a legisla would have made a rule to read
ri Mike DlRenzo of Rockland, are | A
of c,„„d(.
vigorously curtained, immigration
The existing inadequacy of our Lura Llbbv School
tive berth as a representative from some poetry and listen to some
the midst of huge rebuilding fan|
expected to be on hand -i i (Hil plaids because of unavoid Thomaston's situation of over- of young foreigners of school age Tiger Ladies Win
music at least once a week The
making a standing room only able overcrowded conditions with [ taxed faclltles is not unique as may ; was in ix-ii.g. and marriages and
In what may be termed a low Rockland
Porter
is
a
deputy
sheriff,
county
happiness
—Charles Darwin
crowd for late comers without a re our urrent ystem of Instruction b« seen by noting national and b rtlii. wen’ on inevitably with the scoring game for the Knox-Lincoln
probation
officer
and
turnkey
at
PUBLIC
served seat
reveals itself - easily with
the neighboring reports of Increased1 children fioni these marriages now Girl’s League Rockland defeated
RING OUT WILD BEIXS
Lost to the Tiger squad for an In doubling-up" of students who sft school building projects. In Maine using school buildings designed and Thomaston 42-33 in a game played the County Jail where he has served Rir.c out, wild bells, to the wild
CARD PARTY
skv,
definite period if Gene Kennlston multaneously share
desks and alone, during the last few years.1 intended for an American popula- at the Community Building in the oast five years under Sheriff
Willard Pease
The flying cloud, the treaty
who suffered a torn cartilage In his chairs (luring a single class, and Warren, Cushing. South Thomas-, tion in existence before the IMO's
Rockland Thursday afternoon
light;
He retired from Hie guard force
Friday, Jan. 8
If an additional number of
let' foot Tuesdav night against the "bunching” of younger pupils ton. Washington. Portland. Old
"Midge" Grispl. held under the
The year is dying in the nlgiht,
ot
the
Maine
State
Prison
Ml
1948
Cony
with older ones in the high school, ___________________________________ rooms is to be .nailable [or our wraps for the first half, broke loose
7 P. M.
ollt
hel'u. and let him
'.students at thr opening of school in the second half and led Rock afteT eight years service there, and
The preliminary game is a reg which is net deemed advisable by
SUNDAY II A. M. TOPIC
17 years on the staff of the Men's
thp old ring
Odd Fellows Hall — 50c
! n September of this year, your land to victory with 19 points.
ularly scheduled Knox-l.ineoln girl.- some national authorities in edu
"Reformation Always Needed!"
Reformatory at South Windham
Ring, h&pipy betla. 'acro.tR the
school board and selectmen must
' Auspices Mlrlum Rebekah Isvdge J league encounter with the leagm cation. In an attempt to contri
The victory was t.he third in a
snow.
A native of Castle Hill In Aroos
CNIVERSALIST church
'submit
to
proper
officials
In
Au

leading
Camden
lassies
out
to
mak<
bute
Io
b'dler
education
for
these
row for Rockland, who dropped
REFRESHMENTS
J
The
year is going, let him go.
took
County,
he
now
makes
his
'By
Court
House.
Rockland'
gusta applications prior to Jan 13. their K-L opener to Boothbay Har ,
it five rouse Jt-lvr K-L victories, aforementioned "younger pupils”
„
.. , . , „ .. „. Rinz out the false, ring In the
iablf: and door prizes J
home
on
Oraulte
street
In
Rckland
,
rup
1954
In order that your school bor for their only defeat
tills one at thp expense of the (L c.. the Sixth. Seventh and
Welcome!
Rev. G II. Wood
r
1‘2i
and has since joining the sheriffs
i-lt committee and selectmen may soon
Ro’kland sextet
Eighth Gradesi. they should be
I Ring out the grief that saps the
Rockland played the entire game
know how the town's Interested without a substitute while Thom force
mind.
He
is
active
in
Masonic
circles,
For those that here we see no
citizens sincerely wish them to act aston used but. two. This is quite a
more:
immediately and prior to Jan 13. feat in Itself for this run, run. being a member of all the bodies
Ring out the feud of rich and
of
that
order.
1954 with reference to a possible run game
poor;
Candidates already announced for R)na |n redrPW t<)
mankind
school building program (which
Rockland (42' Billings. Lf. 4 (li;
your school board earnestly believes OrLspl Rf, 9 (1); Crie C. 5 (4); Por the two vacancies include Miss Dor Ring ou’ a slowly dying cause.
SUNDAY SHOWS: 3.00-4.45-6.30-8.30 P. M.
is required', you. as ati Intelligent ter Lg Naum Rg: Hutchltuon Cg. othy tAwiy. who is presently In of-! And ancient forms of party
WEEKDAYS: 2.00-6.30 -8.30 P. M.
Always Cle^n
strife:
flee, and Rockland City Council .
| reader and taxpayer of Thomaston,
Thomaston (S3) Butnam Lf; Ed
Ring in the nobler modes of life,
Chairman Carl M Btilphen
are
urged
to
indicate
your
reaction
wards
Lf.
6.
J.
Ifemy
Rf:
Harriman
With sweeter manners, purer laws
Always Unifrra
to the above by writing and mailing Rf. 4; D Ifemy C. 5 (2): Matson
Foreihlc Treasurer fonteet
Ring out the false pride in place
it without delay in care of the Lg: Adams Rg, Keizer Cg
and blood.
County Treasurer A Everett Lib- I
Thomaston Town Manager Let
The civic slander and the spite;
Referee: Bonney.
by of Vinalhaven slated Thursday
Ring in the love of truth and
"Distinguished . . . powerful
ters should be. at Ills office no later
FIRST HONSREI
evening, while he was on the main
rijfht..
than
630
p.
m..
Wednesday.
Jan
...
unforgettable
I"
land to care for county business at Ring in the common love of good
FILM. EDINBURGH
— (ondon Obs»fv*<
6. 1954
the year's end. that he would be a Ring out old shape' of foul disease.
MTERIUTiniM FILM
BASKETBALL
This is the ideal year in which
I
"A great film ... superior in
candidate for office again
Ring out the narrowing lusk of
FESTIVAL • 1S5J
to a compllsli our school expansion!
gold;
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL vs.
Mr. Libby was appointed to com
I
all respectsl"
-<««>■ c*? st«
Ring out the thousand wars of
This is the Ideal and sole time In
OFF,RING HIGH SCHOOL
|
"Brilliant... it could hardly
plete the term of the late Earl Dow
old.
I which to write your indication for
Preliminary:
'A major motion '
and lias served a full four year term Ring in the thousand years of
be surpassed!"
-Ntr*»i
• Pymofax Gas burns with s the desired expansion So write
peace
Rockland Jr High vs So. School
since
picture event I”
cleen. blue flame -without wool, oriot IRight now!!
Game start* at 6..KI P. M.
—Alfred Lord Tennyaon
This morning. Blaine P Merrill,
'★★★★I A remarkable film!”
- Chrutnn Screw* «*•<•«•>
or waste The uniform quabty ot ' Remember. "Nothing is too good
—
Cfcicoff*
Swn- Tint
former
Rockland
school
board
Community
Building
’Distinguished...
PntOFKX Gas quatd“d by a s»rie, for our children”! t
chairman and present member of
Stunning... thrillingly presented I
TUESDAY, JAN. 5
force and
of exactiDU rontrols q-.ves you the
Walter J. Strong.
the board. In answer to rumors
We Wish To
Luther
emerges
as
a
titan
I"
most efficient fuel for cooking. w»
dignityl”
Beniah C Harding.
Adult* Ode
Students 40c
which have been prevelant recent
— Philadelphia Inquirer
ter heetinq. refTigeredon See ita to
* WooAtfy
sttsgws
Mrs. Leah Davis Brooks.
School Children 15c
ly. said that, he was seriously con
Extend To
day lot the best in gss appliabcaeI-.lt
School Ojinintttce
sidering taking out nomination pa
fbe best in bottled gas service.
Thomaston,
Maine
A
IOUISdp ROCHEMONT
pers for the county treasurer’s,
All Our Patrons
post
WVNTFJ)
Merrill, an accountant, for BayHANGING LAMPS
A VERY
side Oil Company said that he
BASKETBALL
INSIDE WINDOW BIANDS
would make his decision shortly.
Kerosene o r Whale OH
ROCKLAND vs. CAMDEN
PARLOR LAMPS
PROSPEROUS
Sleeper Eyeing Senate
square, oval and gold leaf pic
BOYS AND GIRLS
ture frame*, marhe top tables,
Cleveland B Sleeper Jr., veter- i
Camden Girl*' Team Has Been
and commode*. 1 or I drawer
NEW YEAR
an legislator who has been inactive 1
Cndefeated For Over 79 Games
bedside stand*, wagon seats, old
in political circles the past year or'
dolls, pistols, glareware, china,
Community Building
paper weights, music boxes, cord
more, is seriously considering seek
Albert E. MacPhail
PASS AND FREE LIST POSITIVELY
Evenings and Sundays, All Seats
type post or caoopt top bed*,
TONIGHT, SATURDAY, JAN. 2
ing a return to the Maine Senate,
4«S MAIN HT.
TEL 19
SUSPENDED DURING THIS ENGAGEMENT
blanket chest*, slant top desks.
Weekday V.atinees, All Seats
7 r. M
where he served for several terms.
ROCKLAND. MX.
Adult* 60c
Student* 49c
"BUD" JORDAN
Children, All Shows
8eth Low of Rockland, who is
NO RESERVED SEATS
School Children 15c
1 Broad St Place
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presently a member of the legisla
i-.it
1-lt
143-S-tf
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INTERESTING PEOPLE

THE fOURIER-GAZETTE

OF KNOX COUNTY

Kdltor and Publlsner, JOHN RICHARDSON
EDITORIAL

TuMdar-Thureday-Saturday

WASHINGTON IS GIVING DEEP STUDY POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE VIE Wl
TO MOSCOW'S "A" BOMB POSITION HUMOR AND NOSTALGIA AS COM

The United States Government la
pondering how much weight should
be given to the careful modification
BETTER SERVICE STARTING WITH ISSUE OF JAN. 5, 1954
ol the Soviet position of interna
tional control of atomic weapons
A major step forward in the long range plan of The
which
is perceptible In Moscows re
Courier-Gazette to give its readers and subscribers the
ply to President Elsenhower’s
best satisfaction and service possible for a newspaper
atcms-for-peace plan.
This Soviet modification may
of our size and class will be put into effect the coming
mean a great deal and could con
week, with the issue of Tuesday, Jan. 5.
tribute significantly to a decrease
This will be revolutionary in that it will chonge in
in world tension. Or It may be only
a propaganda gambit.
one day certain unsatisfactory conditions which have
Or it may be one more shrewd
obtained for over one hundred years of operation of this
attempt to strip from the United
newspaper, A long period of consideration ond study has
States its atomic shield—its In
creasing
reliance
on
atomic
gone into this matter, for vital factors are concerned,
weapons—leaving the Soviet Union
including work-week plan for employees, lifelong writing
j militarily preponderant with Us
accumulation of conventional weap
habits of sixty correspondents, and realignment of com
ons. The Kremlin’s purposes are
plicated system of truck and carrier despatch of over
usually obscure.
6,000 papers.
Stated briefly, Moscow's modi
* * * A
fication of its previous stand on
atomic disarmament Is this: It
In a nutshell—the greatest weakness The Courierdoes not insist now on the un
Gazette has been called upon to face, and the major
conditional banning of the man
ufacture and possession of atomic
objection of advertisers and readers alike, has rested in
weapons. That is placed secondary.
the fact that a large percentage of our readers have not
That
first
step.
says
the
Soviet note, could be simply an
received their copies until the day after publication. These
outright ban on the use—as
same subscribers received their Boston and Portland
distinct from possession—of atomic
papers Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, yet their Rock
weapons.
This ban would be enforced In
land papers arrived Wednesday, Friday and often on
two ways:
Monday. This unhappy situation was due to a great
1 By mutual pledges not to
use atomic weapons, akin to the
variety of matters connected with location and press
Geneva protocol of 1925. which
hours.
panned the use of poison gas_
,
The chief problem facing the publisher was to retain
I 2. By the prospect of devastating
! retaliation in case of atomic attack.
all those factors which have made The Courier-Gazette
, Nations would keep their atomic
beloved by its readers and the largest and one of the
bombs and be permitted to use them
best of Maine's 45 weekly newspapers, and at the same
' for this retaliation.
This is the modification which
time eliminate its greatest weakness—the delayed de
Moscow has spelled out in its
livery.
note of Dec. 21 which accepted
Temporary experiments have been tried over the
President Elsenhower's proposal
past five years under present ownership, as subscribers
lor private discussions on how to
will recall, and this first full-week issue of 1954 seemed
develop atomic energy for man
kind.
the proper time to launch the new operating schedule.
* ★ * *
No longer is Moscow insisting Ini
tially, on an outright, all-orThus it is that with the Tuesday issue every sub
nothing ban on the very existence
scriber will receive his or her copy of The Courier-Gazette
of atomic weapons. It is saying.
the day of publication for the first time since Jan. 22,
Let’s try for a limited pledge on the
use of atomic weapons as a “step
1846, when the grandfather of the present publisher
on the road" to banning all massbrought out the first issue of the grandfather of the
extermination weapons.
present day Courier-Gazette.
Now this modified Soviet ap
There may be some hitch in this "Operation Prompt
proach is not precisely new. Soviet
Delivery" on its maiden voyage. Gremlins creep into the
delegates have advanced it before,
in subcommitte sessions at the
best laid plans, for humans remain human, but these
United Nations, In Paris and New
defects are not ot the moment visible to the critical eye.
York. But tills is the first time a
The machine may groan and run a little roughly at first,
proposal has received full-dress,
and the forebearance of all subscribers and dealers is
big-play treatment.
asked during these first days of the shakedown cruise of
The Soviet modification, as seen
the new plan—but every subscriber and every dealer
here, does certainly get Moscow off
the hook In respect to atomic inshould receive his or her Courier the day of publication
proposing
atomic disarmament—a
henceforth.
ban on the manufacture as disAny word of failure and any kind word or criticism
sinct from the use of atomic weap
of the effort to produce a more satisfying Courier-Gazette
ons—the United States has always
will be welcomed by the publisher.
insisted on international inspec
tion of atomic facilities to insure
that the ban was being observed.
aXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Moscow, with lte usual passion for
secrecy, as always opposed this inNew 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Here!
vslon of its international privacy.

The Soviet modification requires MANDER REED LOOKS BACKWARD
no such inspection, either in the
A few weeks from now Ramon a wealth of guttering Jewel*
U.SBJt or the United States. (And
it may be noted that some Ameri Magsaysay the newly elected presi make a picture as faclnating as
can congressmen would object Just dent of the Republic of the Philip kaleidoscope. Viewing this In
setting of tropical greenery
as furiously to international terms
pines. will move into his new home.
the scent of the bruised leaves
poking around American atomic
plants as Moscow would in re The Malacaan Palace in Manila, the yiang-ylang tree performing i
and I am wondering what changes music of a marimba band, wi
verse.)
All that is required is a set of have been made there since I a white moon flooding the garde:
mutual pledges not to use atomic moved out some 30 years ago. My in the patio and the southern
weapons, similar to the Geneva tenure of occupancy encompassed a up overhead. It aU adds up to co
pledges not to use poison gas. period of approximately four hours s. iera.de glamour
Moscow rightly points out that the . and I got In by the back door, but I
I strutted my white mess Jac
prospect of retaliation helped to, was there, and when I want to re and gold striped trousers down
enforce the poison-gas pledges In' call the details of ttiat visit. I have
corridors of the old palace whe:
World War II. It reasons that the only to look at a Chinese rug I
Spanish dons had trod befor
have
which
is
an
exact
replica
of
prospect of devastating retaliation
me mingling with the Island’s ell’
would also enforce the pledges not the rug I stood on In Governor
General Leonard Wood’s reception In keen enjoyment. Moras,
to use atomic weapons
tlzas. Chinese, East Indians,
Here is where American analysts hal! when I met him there for the
sular officials, American bu
see a dangerous gimmick or •'fish-1 first and only time.
There are two entrances to The men Army and Navy officers,
hook" in the Soviet plan. The
Malacaan.
One for visitors arriv layans of various types were a
Kremlin would most likely wish to
there as well as many represents
specify that atomic weapons could ing by land; the other for visitors
tives of the old Spanish regime
arriving
by
sea
They
are
illumin

Fnoto by Barde I
legally be used in “retaliation" only (
Mr> Flora Gray Cullen
against atomic attack. That is, re- j ated like the tower of the old North it was a colorful occasion. Goto
down the reception line I had see
ply against anything less than a church in Boston in Paul Revere's
of Maine. The majority of this
By Elmer Barde
a familiar face and shook har
lime
and
for
much
the
same
reason,
major atomic attack.
Thursday's Issue of The Courler- work is now on exhibit in a special
again with a native politico I
In other words—and here is the for the water entrance was built,
room
at
the
National
Art
Museum,
Oazette contained the news that
met a few days before when h
big point—atomic weapons could presumably, as an escape route (or
Washington.
While doing that
stopped me in one of the stores
Mrs Flora Cullen will start art work she also found time, for more
not be used in minor war, to fight a , unpopular Spanish governor gen
Inquire if the collar he was buy
classes at the Farnsworth Museum than two years, to teach night
“brush fire." The United States, erals of long ago, who might find
ing was the proper thing to wea
it
advisable
to
go
somewhere
else
by this definition could not use,
this morning. The notice reminded classes in art at Rockland High
with his dress suit. He was wear
atomic weapons to reply to new In a hurry If occasion required
us that for some time past we had School.
tog the collar I had selected for hli
The
water
gate
opens
on
the
aggression in Korea, or in aiding1
hoped to have Mrs. Cullen give
By now she had advanced so
and greeted me delightedly an
France against a major enemy on Pasig river and It was by that route
us some detailed information on her much in her avocation that she
I arrived at the palace for I came with no embarassment as he tol
slaught in Indochina
art training. Our rather pleasant became sufficiently known to be in
me so.
If Moscow hewed to this im from a little barrio called Canacao,
aqualntance with her was based vited to hang some of her paintings
Social affairs in Latin countrle
plicit line of banning atomic weap-' 10 miles away across the bay. I
principally on her relationship to In special exhibits. Her work has
ons except in reply to major at- j came in a boat called a "6-80" start, later to the evening than
our city editor, Sid Cullen, whose been shown at the Farnsworth Mu
tack, then the whole Ameri-1 manned by three barefooted sullen customary at home and I su
wife she is.
seum in Rockland, the Sweatt
can strategy of using atomic weap-1 looking natives and I came as a it was well after midnight when w
Flora Gray Cullen is a native Museum in Portland, and at var
ons as conventional armament and ( representative of the U S Navy to bowed out By that time
of Rockland, the daughter of Mr. ious art exhibits and fairs through
and Mrs Irvin Gray of 6 Broad out the State
anywhere at any time—the “bigger j add the gold braid of my uniform of the glamour had wilted to th
Street.
After graduation from
bang for a buck” theory—would; to tile "front” our government con heat and we were tired. Whe
Recognizing her talent and her
have to be abandoned. But Mos- j sidered necessary to proiierly Im roused our sleepy crew and salle
Rockland High School she followed ability to teach, the directorate of
a lifelong desire to learn all about the Farnsworth Museum invited
cow would be left free to employ press the Filllplnos with the im bark across a quiet bay.
art, painting especially, by study Flora, who in the meantime had
its preponderant conventional ar portance of their lords and masters. phosphorus to the warm waters
The occasion was the annual re our bow-wave gilded the awnli
ing under Edwin L Brown of Rock married Sid Cullen, our city editor,
tillery and infantry, and to stir up
ception given by the governor gen over us and we too were sleepy. Th:
land, who taught her the principles in 1943, to pass on that talent and
aggression-Uy-satellite
of art, engrossing and diploma her knowledge by teaching begin
Washington’s reply to any such eral to the menibera of the Pliilip- was the tropics at its best with th
lettering.
ners and also more advanced stu
Soviet proposal would be to in pine Legislature and It was the Jungle coming down to meet th
Following her urge, Flora entered dents, under the sponsorship of the
sist on a banning of all aggression— high spot of the social season when sea irom the mountains whlc
the School of Applied Design for museum. So this morning, at 930,
a ban on the use of any type of the stiffist, highest collars obtain ringed the bay, the air full of
Women, at New York, taking a there will start a class of beginners,
weapons or armies to commit ag able in the stores along the Escolta ir.definable mystery of the East an
two-year course there. At that and at 11 o'clock the more advanced
gression anywhere.
This would adorned the necks of the big shots a silent, inscrutable half nake
time the school was an affiliate of students will begin an Intensive
cover atomic bombs, conventional in the Insular Government and black pirate at the wheel to guid
the Metropolitan Museum. Figure course of study under her tutelage.
armaments, bacteriological weap their ladies brought out their really us home
About that rug: I noticed it whe
study under the famous Kimon The course will Include drawing
ons—even the rocket devices Mos beautiful dresses—some costing as
$1.000— to give added color to an General Wood shook hands with n*
Nicolaides followed, as well as ad from objects, using crayons, char
cow mentioned lh its note.
and casually glanced at my should
vanced study with Albert Merchant, coal, and water color, as well as
So the American line of ap exceptionally colorful scene.
For me and my family, tt was er marks to gauge my Importance
another lormer Rocklander who had art and color appreciation. Tues
proach—if Moscow seeks to expand
made good in a big way in New day evening an adult class will
the projected talks on atoms-for- our first contact with Spanish Fili It was an old rug and I remembere
York, They were married in 1922 form.
peace to Include atomic disarma pino society. We were newly ar Ils pattern. Sometime afterwar
and he is the father of her two
We enjoyed our brief visit at the
ment—will be to play up the need rived from The States and we had I was in Heacocks Jewelery store
children, Beverly Merchant, who Cullen home, watching Mrs. Cullen
for a prohibition on all aggressive hitherto regarded Filipinos gener The Escolta and was Invited to I
now teaches at North Haven, Conn., at the easel. She is a women of
moves, not merely atomic aggres ally as but a step removed from at a consigment of Chinese ru
head hunters of the jungle. We just sent down from Hong Kon
and Donald Merchant, her son, is a many talents who can converse
sion
Junior at the Maine Maritime Acad pleasantly, answer the telephone,
Conceivably such a discussion had given no thought to the ancient One of them was a replica of a ru
emy
and paint, all at the same time.
could move ahead Into considering culture of Spain and it’s Influence I had noted to the Malacaan bi
On the death of Albert Merchant That she is a good mother is evi
the whole question of sanctions on the Island and had tempo-arllly the price was beyond me and
his widow found it necessary to go denced by her two splendid child
against aggression.
indeed , ^t forgotten that Manila was an an did not buy it. A year or so latt
to work, to support herself and ren. Her husband, our friend Sid,
might move to the point of permitt cient old world city when Manhat I was in the store and saw It agali
two children. She became affiliated proves with his rotund figure that
ing atomic weapon* to be used tan was still a wilderness. We knew This time it was the only rug le
With “The Index of American she is also a good cook and house
against any type of aggression— only that we were but a few miles from the original consignment ati
Design'' and travelled all over the keeper. Truly a versatile person
if Moscow were willing, which is a from where naked savages still I made an offer for it. The clei
roam the hills, blood brothers of attending me was insulted by n
State of Maine, making perman and one [hat in all respects meets
large “if".
ent records of ship's heads, figures, the requirements of “An Interest
Certainly, however, the Presi the dancers on this ball room floor, offer, but his boss wasn't, and
relics, etc., all native to the State ing Knox County Resident.”
dent's UN proposal and Moscow's and It was difficult to conceive a bought the rug. I gave It to
reply have fruitfully reopened the greater contrast than the scene be son when he was married and It
now up in Belfast. 10 thousan
whole question of atomic controls. fore us.
SANTA CLAUS WAS GOOD TO
DOl'BLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTING RPEED
When a Philippine senorita miles from Manila and the govei
Priced from $229.00 up
“If we are to continue to deserve dresses up she Is something to be nor general's palace where It's twl
THE UNDERDOGS OF THE
President Feels
public support,” saya the Presi hold for she puts things on, rather first caught my eye. 1 saw It yet
MANUAL STARTING LIGHT POWER PLANTS
dent's statement, *'we must live up than take them off and a bevy of terday and that Is the reason ft
VINALHAVEN BOWLING LEAGUE
Next Congress
500 Watt and 2.0A0 Watt Sizes
to these declared pledges and bring these brunette beauties resembles this flash back In memory to da;
Durk Took A Dive
same team that had been trodden
to our people a sound, constructive more than anything else a cloud of that used to be.
FAMOUS BARNES WATER PUMPS
Will Co-operate
Q. H Reed
Santa Claus was a good old under heel for ao long. Capt. |
and
comprehensive program which fluttering butterflies. Gauzy drap
With Briggs A Stratton Gasoline Engines
ery, transparent dres* slcevea of
For three long days, literally will:
■oul to the under dogs in the Vinal- Wymie was a tower of strength or
WE ALSO HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF V BELTS
a whirlwind of wiggles which ever
Often It's poor business methot
from dawn to dusk, President Eis- ' “1. Use as a measure of every "Plne-pok" (a fabric made from
haven Bowling league last week for
AND V PULLEYS IN THIS VICINITY
way you choose to look at his per
enhower conferred with changing' element of American foreign policy pineapple leaves), embroidered fish that help* a merchant do busme:
he gave the two teams who most formance for his single of 124 in
shifts of Congressional leaders on! that one simple rule: Does it ad tailed skirts in rainbow colors and at the same old standstill
EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
needed a win Just what their little the last string was tops for the I
the legislative program the White vance the interest of America? In
hearts desired. Monday night saw evening and his toal of 324 was the
342 Park Street
Rockland, Maine
House will drop In the lap of Con- i that vein it is clear that we must
best
three
string
total
bowled
so
far
i
the Ganders take a five point sweep
149-tr
gress.
continue to strengthen the unity of
from the heretofore high flying this season. While the Worms team Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*
At the conclusion of these ses the free world to resist aggression.
Ducks who could not have appeared total was nothing to write home
sions. the President, In a formal
"2. Present a domestic program
more demoralized if someone had about due to some of the dragging
statement, expressed his confi that will give our people a guar
fired a charge of buckshot among feet of the Worms who couldn’t
BONUS WITH EVERY CAR
dence in the fun co-operation of antee that they can depend on this
them. Capt. Don Poole was the only wiggle, It was 43 pins better that the
i Congressional leader* and commit Administration to protect the se
Duck able to get Into the air at all Pirates could gather and there
tee chairmen and aaid: “As a re- curity. the wellare and the econ
1952 DODGE CORONET CLUB COUPE
$1595JO
and thia was due to smashing 124 fore goes into the books as a win 1
: suit, 1 know that the people of this omic stability oi each individual
$1205.00
1951 DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR
string in his second try, which gave for the Worms. Old Timer 8an- I
i country will see the Republican citizen."
him his total of 304 the best for born labored mightily for the Pl- j
1951
DODGE
MEADOWBROOK
4
DOOR
$1195.00
i Party continuing to enact progresPoint number one above, we go
the evening. The Ganders how rates and landed In second place
i slve program* serving the welfare for. In fact, domestic policy also
$1075.00
2
—
1950
DODGE
CLUB
COUPES
ever by consistent strength all down with his total of 290 but the rest of
of all 160 million Americans"
can and should be measured by the
the line racked up the biggest the Pirates seemed to have lost
1950 DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR
$1085.00
As the speaker of the House, same yardstick: “Does it advance
team total for the season and their their “killer instinct” and the best
Rep. Joseph W. Martin, Jr., of the interest of America?”
1952
PLYMOUTH
4
DOOR
$1275.00
1383 will be something for the boys they could do was only watered
Massachusetts, left the White
Number two sounds suspiciously
down
version
of
a
Pirate
battle.
2-1951
PLYMOUTH
CRANBROOK
4
DOOR
$1185J0
to shoot at in the coming matches,
House, he declared that in “three like that “welfare state' we thought
With the Christmas rush over
as well as something to which the
1950 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE
$ 955.00
hard days” the program had been we had voted against a year ago
Ganders can point with pride. The there are hopes that another big
set, and that when the people get last November. We thought the
1951
FORD
2
DOOR
$1035.00
set
down
and
big
feed
will
be
In
j
old Ooose says that with his team
it they would be “delighted."
great majority of Americans had
hitting the top in this way there the makings and such a circum
1950 FORD BUSINESS COUPE
$
895.00
Senate Majority Leader William made it pretty clear they want the
Is nothing now In the way to stop stance might be Just the happen
1949 KAISER 4 DOOR
$ 487.00
F Knowland, of California, waa in Administration to protact the secu
them from taking the pennant, but stance that would upset all present
.substantial agreement and prom rity and the economic stability of
By Choosing Concrete for Highways and Turnpikes
1949 CMC L W. B.
$ 897.00
Capt. Wymie Just grinned and said, calculations and predictions for a
ised that “we are going to have co the nation. . and let “each individ
“The higher they go the harder big meal has been known to affect
1950
DODGE
<4
TON
PICK-UP
$ 707JO
Maine is Assured Substantial Savings
ordinated teamwork In the second ual citizen" retain the responsibil
a bowler In many different ways, I
they fall."
session
of
the
83rd
Congress
"
ity for hi* own welfare
1949 DODGE 1 TON STAKE, DUAL WHEELS
$ 740JO
and with twenty bowlers affected
Scores. Ganders Va. Ducks
Building Maine’s highways and tunopikes of concrete
Genders—Butliffe 284. Drew 288, many different ways—well you try
1950
DODGE
%
TON
PKK-UP
$ 795J0
will result in s safer road—at a real saving.
Peacock 263. Rae 288. Goose 283, to figure It out.
$ 375J0
1940 FORD Vi TON PICK-UP
Only the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission has
total 1382
Scores: Pirates Vs. Worms
had more than 10 years' experience. 1( used concrete
Ducks—Grimes 225, Tlbbitts 254.
Pirates—MacDonald 238, Olson
Nelson 253. Smith 265. Poole 304. 358, Nelson for Peterson. 238, San
for the original section in 194U. Il used concrete again
AS IS SPECIALS
total 1391
for recent extensions. Today about 80% of all planned
born 290, Shields 285. total 1293.
or operating toll roads are concrete. That's natural.
Worms—Grimes 348. Bickford
Wymle’s Worms Oat A Wiggle On
1947 CHEV. SEDAN DELIVERY
$ 350.00
Wednesday
night aaw Capt. 244. Johnson 259. Loveless 363,
Concrete it the safest pavement. Its gritty texture
1947 FORD 1’4 TON 5. W. I. TRUCK
$
295JO
Wymles Worms come to life and Wymie 324. total 1338
THE COURIER-GAZETTE MAKES REVOLUTIONARY PLANS FOR

January USED CAR Sale

ahcw a surprisingly amount of wig
gle as they took five points from a
puzzled crowd of Pirates who could
hardly believe that this waa the

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

TELEVISION

provides uniformly high skid resistance, wet or dry.
Its light color permits maximum visibility at night.

Standings to Dec. 23,

Points
W

L

Ducks

8

3

Oandsrs
Pirates

6

4

4
6

Worms

3

8

W
38
35
31
IS

Concrete is the most economical pavement. Esti
mated first cost sometimes is higher, as for the West
Virginia Turnpike. But as the West Virginia Turnpike
Commission knew, concrete's lower maintenance cost
and longer life make it a lowtr-atinttal-cotl pavement.

L
IT
20
34
39

Usually a man who makes no
charge (or hl* altar dinner speech
la presenting It for what It Is

PORTLAND
A

(IMINT

ASSOCIATION

20 Providence Street, Beaten Id, Massachusetts
notional organization to Improve ond sxtsnd the uses of portlond cement
end concrete through identlflc research end engineering field work

TELEVISION DEALER

1947 MERCURY CLUB COUPE

$ 455JO

1947 PONTIAC 4 DOOR

$ 450J0
$ 495.00
$ 785J0

1947 BUICK SEDET
1949 LINCOLN 4 DOOR
T» get the most value from ytw TV investment, make certain
yew receiver le guaranteed for dependable performance ... be
■we yew Installation le efficient, safe and template.
The
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Ine, yew Radio and Television dealer since
ISM Is yew guide to TV satisfaction. They are el 442-444 Main

NELSON BROTHERS
515 MAIN STREET

TEL 720
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LITTLE MISS NEW YEAR BORN TO

Old Time Minstrel I Service Notes

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Thrw

BANGKOK, THAILAND, FRENCH INDO

Show To Be Staged

The landing ship medium USS MR. AND MRS. STUART HANNAN
CHINA, WICKED SAIGON, ANGKOR
3S a
t i
a
»
58 arrived m San Diego, Calif.,
Jan.
6
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Appleton
:
tnis
week
from
the
Far
WAT AND FAR EAST WITH MARY HALL
A well baby clinic will be held
Coming Events
Monday afternoon at the OommunTo those who have the oolorful ' East in time for the holiIbis Is the Fifth Article by Miss Hall
In the United States for
(Social and community event* «y Building
Immunization for mualc and
of the oW time
are solicited for mis calendar. All whooping cough, diphtheria, tetanus
vnrie. mas is John W. Thornton,
tEleventh Installment)
11 sat out on deck all morning in
SSch^ed*
&nd vaccination for smallpox will minstrel «hdw' 11 reai
of damage controlman, second class |
Hong
Kong
is
an
island
in
the
one of the new chairs. We all love
purcn&sea
Strictly coinmeroa. .
....
...............
nnint-ment otvoib zvn T»Taytn«Ddn« . TTRN. snn of Mr. and Mrs. .lamps
Pearl River whose capital, Victoria.)t0 be !n a new P°rt and bav* «*affairs sales, suppers dances. can be given. Dr Frank Klbbe will be enK>ynient awaits on Wednesday,1 USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Jan. 6 at Appleton Community Hall. P- Thornton of Thomaston. Thornnot be accepted The dectrlor of in attendance.
citing times but it’s nice to be
one of the great seaports of ’he
the editor Is final 1
It will be old time minstrelsy at ,<>n was graduated from Thomas- |
back on the ship again and just
world, has been owned by the be lazy. I've, been on board over
Jan. 8—Methebesec Club meet.',
Knox Lodge 29. IOOF will enter its best with all the grand old ton High School before entering
with Mrs. Alex Vardavoulls. 64 tain the Deputy Grand Master of songs which ftever lose their zest the Naval service In August, 1950
Biitisn for over 100 years There two months and I am still enjoyMasonic street
j
are
about 1.500.000 people but or.Iy | mg everything and just as soon
the
Grand
Lodge
of
Maine.
George
and
P°P
ular
«PP«»1
plus
the
cream
Jan, 13-BP.W meeting. Farns
Volz, of Wilton. Monday night. Sup- °r the cr0P 01 soling new numThp Bureau of Nava! Personnel .
about 25.000 whites. Now it's jus sail on forever. In the afternoon
worth Museum
Jan. 14 — Scottish Rites Ladles’ per will be served at 6 30 p. m. The bera The dances will be staged by! ha-s announced that it is an adteeming with Chinese refugees, : had iced tea and Danish pastry
Night. Community Building
' thlrd dmee wln
confe,TP(t «,«. a past master of the entertainment! 'vancemcnt in rating for Rrchover 500.000 of them. The city ;s; on deck The new furniture looks
Jan 15 - Woman's Educational
~
® art in general and minstrels in a’d A. Dvcr. son of Mr. and Mrs.
i a strange mixture of Chine-e and j like a ritzy hotel. It's hot but
Club meets m the Farnsworth »lar officers of this degree lo take
ln gene™ alia minstrels in
Mu.-cum
part. This will be inspection night Particular, Ken Boardman. He will'
B Ditr of Vinalhavcn, to
English, of sedate streets that have there is a light breeze At night
Jan. 22—Methebesec Club meets j
_____
also see to it that the end men J quartermaster third class. USN. I
the look of London with their fine i Lucy and I gave a party for the
meet Keep up their rollicking fun-jest of ,.abile
Jan SS21
JITSLs I
R«‘bekah
___
. . servinR aboard the gunner'.
looking banks and office buildings ' Jensons and the three first offlw m 1 **•
Tuesday night, Jan. 5. at 7.30 for it* Jokcs and local hl“- for Ken u 10 i traUlmg ship uss Richard E
and other streets that have the I cers out on deck and used the new
" sag
worth Museum
Kraus. The advancement came as
smell of the Orient. Not to know furniture There was a little new.
Feb. -4—Methebesec club meets at1 regular business meeting with a he interlocutor as well as director.
a
result
of
a
world-wide
compel.
Vs
the “ladder streets" is not to know I moon and it was our hottest night
Farnsworth Art Museum
drill for the degree staff after the
There will be 30 members in the
^with’^T^ph CI^nd “
A 6.15 suppe will precede tainted cast and a most satisfying tive written test which consisted
Hong Kong.
Narrow passage- but lbvely there. We all had a fine
of questions testing military and !
ways up steep hill-side have spe- ; time. We arrive at Saigon toBeech street
I the meeting with Mrs. Agnes Wil- song-dance and rollickingly humorprofessional skill*. To be eligible [
cia! street- for special goods—ivory morrow I am getting excited!
----------------- ! bur as chairman. Mrs. Nina Me- ous extravaganza has been worked
It Is Corporal Edwin Hustus now, Kinney will be in charge of the din- UP- The «rouP « wel1 trained and . for the written quiz. Naval perI Jade, carved chests or flowers ' March 24: Sunny and hot. Tlie
the step upward coming after the ing room.
enthusiastic, turning in such ex- } ‘’O'11*1 had to exhibit proficiency
Along one of the ladder streets I captain showed me the first land
in the on-to-job phases of the‘r
oought silver ice teaspoons with and we all were on deck early a*
Rockland young man had served i
_____
cellent work in songs, dialogue etc., j
little jade elephants on the we neared the mouth of the Sai
In the Intelligence Service two and
Claremont Commandery, K. T.» that the audience will find it hard
• • • •
handles, and a Chinese jewel box. gon River. It was just as Gov.
a half months In Korea with the will meet at Masonic Temple Mon- to believe their friends and neighThe Bureau of Naval Personnel
Photo by Jura The i.<and of Hong Kong is quite Dewey said in his book, the river
25th Division Corporal Hustus is day evening, Jan. 4, when the Or- Pors can do such fine work,
has announced that It 1* an ad
New Year to vou. I arrived rather late on New Year’s Day, mountainous. If rises out of the must be e'eared of mines and we
in charge ol a section in this work ders of Red Cross and Malta will
Community Club 's sponsoring vancement in rating for Tnomas but, "Happy
with the help of Dr. Robert Meehan of Rockland. I checked in at
. .
. ..
,
.
with the highest rank in the sec- be conferred, followed by refresh- the performance and the date Is E. Stenger, son of Mr. and Mrs. the Gould Maternity Home in South Hope at just 9.40 p. m. New YeaF.
*'Uh mactuw
Day. They tell me 1 was the first baby to be born in Knox County in the Reak is reached. 1800 ft above guns for safety,
Jan. 6 at 8 p m„ at Appleton Oom-, Cnarlp). H Slen?er pf
tton
! meots.
new year. My parents are Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hannan of I nlon. '-he sea. On the Peak and the
5° n0%. we are off to gaigon in
munity Hall.
and husband of the former Miss Mother Is the former Virginia Winslow of Vnlon. I weighed just eight adjoining hills stately white resi- v,„,
man r>hin» a
sor
Mrs. Florence Nelson is chair-1 Lady Knox Chapter DAR meet*
Maxine L. Denbow of 35 Camden pounds and three ounces when 1 arrived, which they tell me is quite a denrea of the Bri-.jsh subjects V1Pt
In<10 Lnina- a 'er> cor*
rupt,
war-like
city
where
everyman of a public card party to be Monday, Jan. 4 in Farn*worth Mu- Resolution For
street, Rockland, to sonarman, husky young lady. Happy New Year folks."
siand out as though carved from , thing
for
from mUe favorg
Susan Melissa Hannan.
held Friday night, Jan. 8 at 7 30 in seum at 230 Colored films will be
second class, USN, while serving
white stone.
1 in
courts, to the highest
Odd Fellows Hall, for the benefit shown by Kenneth Chatto made on Safe Driving In
aboard the escort vessel USS
Hong Kong is the shoppers offlcers 4 million dollars a year
Of Miriam Rebekah Lodge Re- a tour of Europe after leaving KoCoates. The advancement came AMESBURY BLOOD LOVES THE SEA
paradi-e and one of the world's goes to the government from le
freshmenta will be served and in- rea Members may bring guests,
'54 Suggested
as a result of a world-wide com
few free port*. It Is the only place
dividual table prizes will be award-------petitive written test which con TODAY AS WELL AS IN THE SEVENTIES left in China where Chinese goods galized traffic In opium and oneChief
oi
Police
Bernard
Thomp

tenth of ttie national budget come*
ed plus several door prizes. Mrs ■ Ths Rockland School of Cornsisted of questions testing military
Hunched of from gambling i-oucession*. The
The following is an account of a all port* our windows had to be are now available.
Nelson's committee includes Gert- merce is extending its activities son urged residents ol Rockland to and professional skills. To be
factories from Slianghal and Can most important is the Grand
rude Black, Peggy Butler, Dawn to Belfast where Principal Roy put up at the top of their New eligible for the written quiz, Naval ' trip which was taken receutly by locked and cabin* night and
ton have moved down into the Monde’ casino in Saigon.
Year's
realutions
the
resolution
to
personnel
tiad to exhibit profl- : Mr». Katy Lane Amesbury, for- day. as natives come aboard to
Bergren, Osca Knight. Ruth Rog- Adams is to open a night school
391 square mile colony and are
avoid accidents during the remain ciency in
the on-the-job ohase* nierly of Rockport and her grand- sell things and had stick* with
ers, Constance MacPhall, Genie An- for 30 pupils in the near future
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is, June Ellis. Thelma Rackliff and j
------------------of their ratings.
1 daughter.
tung suits, camphor-wood chests,
ing season
Waltsikl, 1 out the windows if open.
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: Arcad'a. Calif., and
people and sudden death takes
Nina McKinney. Reservation* may aa.
I rnnrt
carved ivory, jade, porcelain and
He emphasized the necessity for
be made by calling any ol the above AflUnlCipai VOUlT
Pvt. Ronald D. Wadsworth of 12 i Honolulu
j• On to Ceylon, Colombo,
Colombo where
place in lonely places. The Reds
silk. Several people on the ships
.u -a $10 this by pointing out that January North Main street. Rockland has
• • • •
! we
a tour, all passengers
dressed as police, held up three
committee members Admission 50 ( vJoseph11 Kelley. Warren paid
fine Thursday*for driving*without aud I‘'eorUar> uauaUy are the year's arrived at py,rt nix. N. J., and ha*
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Weeks of basic training, passenger ship. All English offi-! tory and to a Temple, having its
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packs the snow hard before it can His parenta are Mr and Mrs. 1 cc.rs, crew are Hindus and Indian*, j yearly festival. Shoes off again, Kong before and went on sight-1! garments.
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Civil Defense Director for Knox speeding charge by Clifford Stin
Sea
At night terror extends to
son of the Camden Police. Fuller 11 e.’
, tended Rockland High School. He on like In a hotel. I have 11 pieces; Left the next day for Conchlo. this visit.
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I the area near Saigon. So at 6
allegedly exceeded the speed limit .
’
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was formerly employed by Rock- of. silver around my plate, six I India, where cows are sacred and
We anchored at Buoy No. 10
nounced that there will be a meet Dec 30 on Elm street in Camden.
o'clock tiie city gates are closed
t
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) •aad Poultry Co.
courses. We have a nice room on j roam everywhere.
then had to go ashore in a big
ing of all C-D leaders at the court
do Is to slow down. On hard packed 1
. • .
deck, opens off lounge and two; There were naked children, men launch. A sit was very rough far j1 and no one is allowed to enter or
house in Rockland at 730 p. m.
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snow, a speed of 30 miles is equal
pvt. Richard A. Phillips of 47 windows toward the bow, own 1 »-|th loin cloths, faces marked
' leave, even if they dared to go
out in the harbor It was a bit hard
Jan 15. Slate employees, espe
to 50 miles on dry concrete. On dry - Thomaston street, Rockland has bathroom, shower, air conditioned 1 nith some kind of white, and
Not long ago a transport was
climbing down the steep gangway 1
cially department heads, in this
concrete, at 20 miles an hour, an J arrived at Port Dix, N. J., and has
WAR'S Gold7Had a very smooth trip,- 20 days. [ women with diamonds on their although we had the bearded East' brown up by a mine in the river.
area, are especially invited, accord
|N JUSM THA^
automobile can stop in 21 feet. But been assigned to K Co., 60th Regt. going to Manila. Icounted 53 noses. Some of the crew, due for
Each morning they clear the
Indian to help us. Hong Kong is !
ing to Mr McCluskey, who poln's
on tiard packed snow, it takes about; of the 9th Infantry Division for sunken warships. Japanese sunk! a vacation, left for Bombay and
river of mines, released the night
one
of
mv
favorite
places
so
we
,,
,
,
, _ J
_
.
.
the Governor's announced wish
70 feet with conventional tires, 60 eight weeks of basic training. Hi* by U. S.
.
i before by the Reds. We anchored
I new ones came on who spoke somr had. good, 'fun ashore.
The shops
.
'
that all state workers take an ac
feet with winterized tires, and 40 parents are Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F.
We went to Hongkong, a very 1 English. I asked for some mar- were utterly fascinating and the ■ at the mouth of the Saigon River
tive oart in Civil Defense affairs
feet with tire chains. Oh glare ice. Phillips of 47 Thomaston street, oriental city, rode around in rick- ntalade and the waiter brought Parisian Restaudarrt near the at 6.30 a. m. and waited until all
was ready. Then at 9.30 a. m. the
the tire stopping distances are from , Rockland. Prior to entering the shaws and a sampan poled by me an omelette. Then the AraGiouster Hotel was excellent.
MATINICUS
110 to 250 feet, depending on tem service. Pvt.
pilot and French soldiers, with
Phillips attended Chinese woman with a baby; bian Sea and into Red Sea. 130
March 211 We planned to go
Frank Ames remain* about the
perature. Tire chains reduce this to Rockland High School. He was for strapped on her back. Went to degrees, one day to Suez. In Cairo ' ashore right after breakfast but it machine guns, oame aboard. They
same after suffering an ill turn
about 80 feet. “
merly employed by First National the peak. 1300 ft. ln a cable car saw the museums and mosque, tht was a Wud foggy morning and the stood on the alert to reply to
Christmas Day.
The chief's figures are contained Store*, Inc., Rockland.
' then to Kobe, Japan, for six days. pyramids. King Tut s tomb and :
very rough. Lucy dreaded shelling from the jungles as we
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Phi’brook
in reports of tests corducted annu
• • '
j thus able to get to Kyoto Temples the Sphinx. Jo-Anne rode a camel climbing down the gangway and sailed along uo the river for 80
went to Rockland Sunday, return
ally by the Committee on Winter
Francis L. Harmon, 28, 46 Broad ^^ere we had to take our shoes crossed the Nile, picked up ship the trip in the tossing launch so miles. I chatted with the soldiers
ing Wednesday
Driving hazards of the National street, Rockland, enlisted ln the j off We flew to Tokyo and picked ln Port Said, then in the Canal, we decided to do our Slopping and gave them apples and cigar
Mr and Mrs. Han-on Ring re
Air Force with grade of Cpl E-4 j up
gi^p which had gone to into the Mediterranean with Africa right on the ship. Many came ettes. They told me It was very
Safety Council.
turned home Tuesday after s;lend
Even if your car is equipped with Dec. 28. 1953. He Is the son of Mrs. Kuurrake. then to Taralsan, Bor- on one side, while Spain and Cadez i aboard with silks and linen for bad in 1952. We oassed Malaon
ing several weeks on the mainland
Barn*-At Knox Hospital. Jan. 2. chain*. Chief Thompson added, Raymond W. Harmon, 45 Broad ' neo and Java Djkatra. Only there City were close about going through j sa^e jf tj,€ Chinese do not have Blanc (white house) where Gen
Milton Ph'ilbrook of Westbrook to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Burns 0! you're not sate unless you can see. street. Rockland. Prior to this en I three hours as they were having the Straits of Gibraltar.
eral Juin was killed. No one shot
what you want they will go back
was an overnight guest of Mr. and Union, a son.
That means good wiper blades and; listment he served nine years, tl | a strike having Just won their
A smooth crossing to Halifax to the shops after it for you. As at the shin but on other trips the
Mrs A M Ripley on Tuesday.
2l:oto”i“nmIM?r "mmaTcobimo,lths in ** army with 106 independence and hardly know then to Boston (only three hours j nad to throw my big suitcase passengers had to go below. It
Th? teacher. Mrs. McDonald re my, a daughter.
"A elear windshield depends upon months service ln Europe and Ko- how to use it. Crossed the equa- there) to Brooklyn. Baltimore, overboard when it got smashed I was all very exciting. We saw
turned Tuesday and school re
Prescott—At Knox Hospital, Jan. live rubber wiper blades,” he said,. rea. Decorations and Medals Com- tor twice, then to Saigon. French Washington, D. C.. Williamsburg, j decided to buy another.
A very , many sunken ship6 and scars of
opened Wednesday. The Christ i. to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Pres- -gufflcient power in the wiper mo- j bat Inf Badge, (two awards) . Kor Indo-Chlna up the Saigon River, Va„ New York again, then . 1UCP young chap brought to the war everywhere. Thousand* of
tor, and a defroster in good work-!svc Med w/4 bronze stars UN Svc 60 miles, and were shot at by the Charleston and passed througn . snip three suitcases in a set. I homeless refugees live on sampans
mas vacation was cut short as so cott, a ‘onHannan—At Gould Maternity
_
.
_
much time has been lost.
Home, So Hope. Jan. 1, 9 40 p. m.,
order. The driver should also | Med; Nat Def Svc Med European Communhls and had escort of Panama Canal, a wonderful sight, ’ bought two of them and Lucy the near the banks of the river* sttrClayton Young was a recent to Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hannan, a carry something to scrape ice and ' Theat, Amer Theat, Amer Def., French gun boat up the river. then San Pedro (Los Angeles Har- other. Lucy bought English tweed 1 ^^n
y swamps. Red terrorbusiness visitor in Rockland.
daughter—Susan Melissa
snow off the windshield and other Good Conduct, German Occupation Thence to Koschang, outlying port bor), Nov. 10. warm and a lovely i and shantung for suits <■»"
,., '
drove th“ln out and they are
On aour
walling for peace, so they can re
Marian Young has returned
car windows"
WW II Vic Med. He 1* a member of Bangkok. Siam (Thailand). Jo- trip
return to Hong Kong she will have
turn to their villages. We sawDIED
home from Braintree, where she
Anne flew to Bangkok and Cam
of VFW and American Legion
, them made into suits by the ex
many birds and water buffaloes.
Haskell—At Rockland. Jan. 1,
visited her daughter.
For social item* ln The Courierbodia to see ruins of Angor Wat,
Read The Courier-Gazette
cellent
tailors
w4ui
were
driven
out
As we neared the city, the rosy
Mrs. Elizabeth Treat is visiting Ervin L. Haskell, age 61 years. Fu Oazette. Phone 1044, City.
«
CARD OF THANKS
then
down
to
Singapore
where
the
I
of
Shanghai.
TheChiff
Officer
neral services Monday at 2 p. tn.
I wish to thank all my friends Eastern Prince had arrived that
spires of a great cathedral stood
her sister. Mrs Edwin Ames.
from Burpee Funeral Home. Burial
bought 15 new chairs ahd two
and relatives for the lovely cords,
CARD OF TILANKS
out against the sky
It was a
Hilda Ames left Tuesday for in Achorn Cemetery. Rev. J
tables of wicker for the ship. Now
gifts and baskets sent to me on day.
The
family
of
the
late
Cyrus
A.
Charles
MacDonald
officiating.
beautiful day but very' hot, 100
Boston to spend a few days with
We
were
in
Singapore
12
days,
so
Christmas.
Ada
L.
Spear,
the deck looks like a Lido resort.
Robbins—At Camden. Jan. 1. Hilt wishes to express their thanks
degrees in the shade, as it is close
her daughter Eileen
Thomaston.
1-lt had a chance to go around many
We had good fun.
My nice
Mrs. Cora Carter Hall Robbins, to Dr. Dennison, the niu.se* at Knox
to tiie Equator. We finally docked
"Brad" Lewis went to Rockland age 75 years. Funeral Monday at 2 County General Hospital for their
place*. We had a moonsoon which
Chinese Is coming aboard with
at 2 p m. and the of&clala come
Thursday by plane and wil! resume p. m. from St. Thomas Episcopal' w0“‘“J’1
did lots of damage, though not to
more goods on my return to Hong
That Generations
Church with Rev. Haig Nargesisn 2£d»'
,itnhe Fitm Bapaboard. A nice Harbor Police
ids studies at Bridgton Academy.
u*. Came up from Sumatra, but
Kong.
Burial ln
HiE
<&
‘ ^Mhe^rt*™ ftowman fixed uo my French card*
after
we
anchored
kept
up
steam
j
Looking
back
at
the
harbor
was
a
to Come may
FOR SALE
for me. We had to make out
At virtaihavpii
so to go to sea ln a hurry, as it
K,»wlton-At
Vina haven nee
Dee ers which he appreciated so
b much.
i beautiful sight when we sailed at
many papers and answer a great
Eight room house at Clark Island. 25. Llewellyn Knowlton, a native Uvps fri<,nls flnrf nelghl)ora alui
Jitmtmber
was monroon season. Next to
| night, There were three big airmany questions as we were going
Near shore, hot and cold water, in of Camden, age 81 years.
Port Suetlenham, through rubber
all the love and sympathy extend
i plane carriers and 30 or mdre
ashore in a war area. We weren't
good condition. Furnished or un
ed to us ln our sorrow. Again we
plantations with the lovely country
I ocean liners, besides the Chinese
allowed to take any American dol
It
furnished. TEL. 21-W5 or write
say thank you all.
very green, then to Penang,
j
junks
and
sampans
anchored
in
The family of the late Cyrus A.
lars, guns or ammunition ashore
Violet Maker. Clark Island.
Our homelike
oldest of Eastern settlement*, and
! the harbor. We sat in deck chairs
1-lt
CAN
1 Hilt.
157-2
I had quite a time getting plaster*.
up
a
2400
foot
mountain
by
cable
' on the top deck and watched the
funeral home
The rate of exchange was 20 to 1.
CARD OF THANKS
be done this way!
car and looked down on our ship
I lights on the "Peak.” They looked
it sppoinfed to accommo
I wa* told not to get any black
We wiali to thank the many peo
3000 feet below
! like a diamond necklace lying on
ple who made our fiftieth wedding
market money which was 60 to I.
But the Courier-Gazette
date large end small
At Belauan Sumatra cameras
i black velvet and the myriad lights
RUSSELL
anniversary such a pleasant one.
I was bound to have olenty of
gather ings.
were locked up and we did not
It was a pleasure to us to meet
of the city were a scene of won
suggests that its
money in that scarey. dangerous
our friend* or hear from them on
dare to take our purse on deck as
Funeral Home
drous beauty. It is well named,
city so I only got 20 to 1. Then,
that day. To the Ridge Circle, the
ft
might
be
snatched.
In
fact
in
i
"The
City
of
a
Million
Lights."
CARL M. STILPHEN
PRINTING
townspeople in general and those
when I got tc the Majestic Hotel
I Just before dinner the ship be
donors of indtvdiual gift* and con
L4DY ASSISTANT
It
was 40 to 1, so I lost $20, but
FOR
SALE
DEPARTMENT
tributors to the purses, we extend
gan to roll badly. Three of the
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
how was I to know? We engaged
especial
appreciation
also
to
those
Four
room
houxe
at
Clark
Island.
women
felt
seasick
and
took
pills.
SERVICE
save you the time
two trishaws or pedicabs and
who assisted il during the day.
Complete with or without furniture,
Some of the passengers took pills
Mr. and Mrs Rodney Simmons.
started
out from the ship for a
PHONE 701
and
effort.
hardwood floors, pine paneling, tn
I all the way on the trip even when
Glenmere. Dec. 31, '53.
1-lt
ride around the city. The French
• CLAREMONT STREET
excellent condition. TEL. 21-W5 or
It
was
quite
calm
While
the
Cap

ROCKLAND, MAINE
have abolished the man-drawn
write Marjorie
Abshlre,
Clark
tain and I were having coffee up
I-tf
rickshaws and now use bwwIsland.
157-2
ln the lounge the table went over
wheeled rickshaws with s bicycle
I*MM,
choice it *a>
and smashed some of the dishes. I
*■$, tw mar liMfm. tan
or
motorcycle attached to the rear.
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
■naocn » aac. Wc ca>
went to bed early as It was so
(Tc Be Continued)
rough
WANT
YOUR
OWN
BUSINESS?
mwaga otv warn enmaoen
kuu
FOR 70 YEARS
March 22: A beautiful calm day Subscribe to The Oourler-<
d
mm j ■—imrna m b

ObiisFumrai Hiimis

I I

EM

hacbmi by • Agaetf gwrantce te

During All Then Years We Have Furnished

Chester Brooks

MONUMENTS OF QUALITY ANO VALUE
J Ba* KiOiiipOReBwla
f*amak«aeRB*eeee
wJwvQ

BURPEE
Funeral Home

WARREN
CAMDEN

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Maine Office-Showroom, Thomaston

Offered Anywhere!

18-8-tt

ROCKLAND LOAN AND
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
Notice of Annual Meeting

they accept en the job pnid training and they

j The annua! meeting of the
' Shareholder* of the Rockland Loan
and Building Association will be
| held at the offloe of the Associa
tion, 18 School Street, Rockland.

have even as little as $1500 cashl

I Uttt. 1854, at 7:30 o'clock, for the i

EXPERIENCE UNNECESSARY

SUNOCO will assist man of proven character if

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE - FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

FOR PARTICULARS CALL - CAMOEN 2169

Manufacturing Plant, East Union

T

TEL. 98
TEL 2151

The Best Business Opportunity

or Write R. E. McLain, 51 Pearl St., Camden, Me.

, Maine Monday evening. January

purpose of electing a Board of Di-1
rectors and Auditor and to trans- 1
act such other business as may
properly come before the meeting
U E. MONTGOMERY,
Secretary.
Dated at Rockland. Maine

Deoember 24th, 1953

154andl
I

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
ll-Sl KAVKIK gfc,
R0CXLARS
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WEST ROCKPORT
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

AT THE STRAND SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.

Mt and Mrs. John N. Lane Sr.

WARREN

had as dinner guests Friday Mr
41 .KNA L 8TARRFT1
and Mrs. Kenneth Isne of Rock
Correspondent
land and Norma Iermond beside
Telephone <t
the members of the family
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
A Ivertisemente Id this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Kaura and
Dennis Wooster, five year old son
snee for 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines It
Robert Lane of Waldoboro spent
rents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs of Mr and Mrs. Milton Woo6ter of
Fire small words to a line.
this town, is a patient at the Knox
Robert Heala.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called, L e, advertisements
Mrs. Alice Reynolds of Camden Hospital. Rockland, ill with spinal
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gazetto
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
and Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Mank meningitis. The boy. sick since last
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results
of Waldoboro were holiday guests Saturday, was admitted to the hos
Tnose with phone or street number only are not advised.
pital, when his condition worsened,
of Oliver Oounce and family.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Mrs. Haroid Shaw, Murray Shaw after he apparently was gaining.
Ns classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ns book
The Fellowcraft Degree will be
and John Simpson of South Paris
keeping will he maintained for these ads
were overnight guests of Mr. and conferred on two candidates at a
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
Mrs Phil Davis recently. They special meeting of St. George Lodge
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
came to attend the Court of Honor A. F and A M Monday night.
Line.
for Boy Scouts when Alder, Davis
The Baptist Ladies’ Mission Cir
became an Eagle Scout.
cle will meet for the day next Wed
Mr. and Mrs. George Hamalai- nesday. at the Montgomery rooms
EGGS & CHICKS nen, Mr. and Mr.-. Simon Hama- Tlie annual Congregational
FOR SALE
lainen and children ol Rocklana Church and Parish meetings usu
BABY Chicks: We have recently
FURNACES for sale, oil automa
tic or hand fired: furnace repairs, added 15.000 egg capacity to our Martin Hamalainen- Camden and ally held the Saturday before the
ports, etc P. A. CLARKE. Thom hatchery to help meet the great Mr and Mrs. Daniel Andrews. first Simday in January, will be
aston Tel 13-4.
1*3 increase in demand for our chicks. Delhi. N Y. were guests Friday held in May. the coming year, in
A few more orders for our sex-link
HAND Braided Rugs for sale pullets can be accepted for last evening of Mr and Mrs. David stead. This change in the by-laws
call at 83 PARK ST
1*3 of February, March and April. Hamalainen.
1 was made because of the usual icy
" ELECTRIC Hot Water Heater, Cockerels available anytime at 5c.
traveling at tills time of year, which
52 gal
for sale, never used. White Rocks, straight run 16c.
Some men are content to remain forced postponement at times of
PHONE 1025. city. 9 a. m. to 5 p. m No tremors in our chicks during 14 in the background if allowed to
' the meetings.
_1-3 years in business Sold out on
get a good view of the effect.
Mr. and Mts. Hugo Lehtlnen and
"HOUSEHOLD
Furniture
for black pullets until Feb. 20. WIL
grandchildren of St. George were
sale Owner leaving state. Must MOT DOW HATCHERY. Waldo
boro
Tel
91-2
152-18
be sold by Jan. 4
Apply KOS
LOST AND FOUND recent guests of Mr. and Mrs Watno
SUTH ST.. Thomaston.
l*lt
Lehto.
WANTED
GRAY Gabardine Topcoat and
~OAK Lumber for sale, sawed to
tan felt Hat taken by mistake at , Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett re
order, also oak Spiles and wharf
CHAMBERMAID wanted. Ex leg on Home New Year's Eve. turned Tuesday from North Ux
material. ROBERT CARLE. Cam
den
_1*6 perience preferred Apply In Per Please notify MAURICE LAKE. bridge. Mass., where they were hol
1-3 iday guests of Rev. and Mis. Hu
"C'NE-Band Saw-for sale, cus son, NARRAGANSETT HOTEL.1-3 Tel. 958.
SMALL Beagle, female, lost. Last bert Swetnam. and family. They al
tom-built without motor, $35; also
one 500-watt A. C complete Home
ALL Kinds of carpentry work seen in vlcinitv of Juniper Hill. so visited Mr and Mrs. William
Lighting Plant.
Costs $259 at done.
See CARROLL TIFFIN. Tel. 352-W2 VESPER L. HALL.
Ward’s: in excellent condition. h 47A Granite street.
156*1 Jackson in Needham. Mass., while
157*2
away.
price ROBERT CARI-E. Camden.
GOOD Home wanted for two
1*3
Miss Evelyn Sawyer of Gorham,
cats, house broken. Pets. Owner
WEAL
ESTATE
HERE'S TOUR CHANCE
N. H, who has been home for the
leaving state; 13 FULTON ST
Gen. Serv. Shop for sale, with
WANTED 1W HOMES
holiday recess, passed a few days
156*1
storage or warehouse building, cen
TO SELL
this week in Boston.
WANT Merchandise for our
trally located in fast growing
I am running low on listings
Waldoboro. Shop is new; both Spruce Head Town Hall Auctions again. So if you arc planning to
Church Notices
buildings centrally heated; town Will sell most anything you have sell your house please call me and
Sermon topic Sunday morning at
water. Oa'.v $5000 Contact A. D on commission basis. Sale planned I will drop in to see vou
the Congregational Church wili be,
GRAY. Waldoboro, right away. for Fri. Jan. 8. 1954. For complete
CHARLES E. BICKNEIJ.
contact
HARVEY
Tel. 160._______
_
157-2 Information
"How To Get Rich In 1954."
Real Estate Broker.
Phone 1647
USED Tractor- for sale: Oliver GURNEY. Sales Manager & Auc 88 Summer St.
Sermon themes at the Baptist
156*1
1-3 Church Sunday will be as follows,
60. John Deere A. John Deere B tioneer. Union. Maine.
Farmall A. Farmall 10-20 Steel
PRESENT address or informa
HERE'S that quaint, attractive
Wh-els. Farmall H wide front. tion wanted regarding Lona M. little 5-.oom Cape Codder with at 10 a m, "The Unity of the Spir
John Deere Crawler and others. Mills (artist). MRS W. J. STEW artesian well, modern bathroom, it,” and at 7 p. m.. "Luther and Our
W s. PILLSBURY * SON. Wa ART. Box 135. Hillsboro. N. H
antique panelling. Right near the Heritage." The first communion of
terville Tel. 613_________ 155-S-l
156*1 village and schools-about an acre 1954 will be held just after the
lot. Contact A. D GRAY. Wal morning service. The communion
KITCHEN Range with oil burn
DO you need a good, dependable doboro. Tel. 160
157-2
ers for sale, ivory color, wood and
Janitor
for
your
office,
store,
hall
,
offering will be given to the Mis
coal grates, njpver used
CAT!DUPLEX House for sale. Five
or
building?
One
willing
to
work,
|
sionaries and Ministers Benefit
Camden 2453.
157-2
rooms
and
flush
on
one
side,
six
neat, careful, honest, not a drinker.
LATHE.
6-foot
bed.
8-tnch A man. not old. willing to work rooms and complete bath on other Moard of the American Baptist
swing, excellent cond. $290. Tel. for reasonable pay. Very best of side. Near new school. For In Convention.
North Haven 51 or write J O references.
Now employed but formation CALL 945-W or call at
157*2
BROWN & SON. North Haven. wishes another piaoe to take care 120 Thomaston street.
157-2
Four pleasant rooms with hard
of. Full details and references if
ORDERS taken for home-made you will write “JANITOR.'’ care ! wood floor, and fireplace on first
VINALHAVEN
Doughnuts Tuesdays and Fridays The Courier-Gazette.
156-1 j floor: 3 sleeping rooms and bath
on second floor; cemented base
TEL 594-M
157-2
MRS EMMA WINSLOW
BELLBOY wanted, must be
Correspondent
” GLENWOOD oil and gas" Kit neat, over 18, willing to work. Ap- i ment and central heat. I-ocated
chen Range for sale; A-l condition ply In Person, THORNDIKE HO- j at 183 Broadway In nice residen
area.
E, .L WALKER. Maine Central TEL.________________________ 151tf tial
A nice kitchen, a nice sun porch
Lewis Romer has returned to
Railroad. Thomaston.
158*2
CLAMS wanted. Top prices. | new flush and lavatory and total
FOUR 18 bv 550 Tires and tubes i SIMS' LOBSTER POUND. SDrUce of 4 rooms on first floor; 4 sleep York, where he has employment
for sale Like new, $25. BEE LINE j Head.
128tf ing room,- and bath on second after spending Christmas at his
SERVICE. New County Road
floor: 3-ear garage, central heat home here.
IF
you
want
the
best
auto
body and some fertile garden land, lo
___________________________ 156-1
Mrs. William Blaisdel! and Mrs
and fender work, come to ROWL cated at 88 Limcrock street. Both
HOUSEHOLD Furniture for sale ING'S GARAGE,. 778 Main Street.
of above houses are vacant. Keys Donald Woodcock of Portland were
Owner leaving state. Must be sold i Rockland
47U at mv office.
guests this week of their mother.
bv Jan 2: 13 FULTON ST
156*1 | IRON. Steel. Metal, Rags and! On Route 17 between Hope and Mrs Mary Arey. On their return
Union, an attractive country home
COLD Weather specials for sale Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR with pretty views ol lakes and home they were accompanied to
Tractor Chains, cross links. John 1 DON & SON. 6 Leland St Tel. i hills; 7 rooms with bath, attached Rockland, by Mrs Arey who will
Deere Snow Plows, thermo-tape. 123-W______________________ 98tf I barn, ample water supply, good spend the winter there with her
Tractor Comfort Covers. Cattle | DON'T discard your old or garden land and a wood lot.
daughter Mrs Alice Banks.
Clippers. Horse Blankets. Sweat antique furniture Call H JOHN
A lovely Cape Cod colonial lately
Paul Hopkins went Thursday to
Pads. Tie Chains. Hot Water Heat NEWMAN for restoring and re- j remodeled but with original fire
Tel places and other colonial features: Dorchester. Mass., where he will
ers, Washing Machines. Water finishing: 48 Masonic St
’♦» 1 6 rooms with modem kitchen, bath visit friends before returning to
Pumps, Milkers. Snow and Barn 11OR-1M
Shovels, etc. W S. PILLSBURY
and heating plant; an attached his studies at M.C.I, Pittsfield.
& SON. Waterville
155-S-l
barn, lovely shade trees and gar
Kenneth Anderson, who has
TO LET
~HOUSEHOLD Furniture for sale
den land
At Friendship a sound little been passing the holiday season
In good condition. PHONE 421-J
Furnished Apt. to, house, almost new. with four here, left Friday for East Orange.
156*1 let.TWO-Room
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC rooms and bath; good basement
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil ST , city
1*3 i and good location, near shore, N. J. He was accompanied by his
and Gas Range for sale. McLOON
FIVE room and bath downstairs
pas.- G.I. inspection. $4000 mother. Mrs Selma Anderson, who
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11 Apt. to let, newly refinished; 31 should
See
F
H WOOD. Court House. will be his guest for several weeks.
Park St
142tf Knox
St,
Thomaston.
TEL
In celebration of her birthday
157-2
ALUMINUM Combination Storm Thom. 169-13.
1-3
anniversary. Mrs Victor Shieldc
HAPPY
NEW
YEAR
Windows, for sale Eagle picher,
THRFE-Rm furn. Apt. to let,
A fine seven-room House on the was honor guest at a family dinner
triple slide, self storing. Guaran with bath, elec, stove and elec,
outskirts of the city with electric party Sunday, given by Ms
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW refrig;
references.
Adults; 38 hot water heater, arte-tan well,
ARD KENNISTON. 29 Gav St, Tel CHESTNUT ST
1-4 modem kitchen and bath, only Shields mother. Mrs Rena John
441-J________________ ______ U8tf
son at her home. A daintily deco
TWD-Rm. furn Apt to let. with $5200
BABY Parrakeets Full line of flush. TEL 1285.
In a top notch neighborhood, rated birthday cake was a pleasing
1-3
parrakeet
foods and
mineral
this fine 5-rooms and bath all A-l
FURNISHED three-room heat House with all new plumbing and feature of the delicious dinner
health grit GRACE'S GARDENS
Mrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker ed Apt to let. kitchenette, bath heating equipment will provide a Mrs Shields received several nice
157*2 wonderful home for you.
St, Thomaston Tel. 374
77tf Adults only TEL. 519-J
Tlie gifts. Members of the family orcsTWO-Room furn. Apt to let; small detached bam provides ent wore Mr and Mr.'-. Shields an;,
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades
elec, range and elec, refrig. F. G plenty of storage and rainy day daughter Lauretta. Mr and Mr;
All Colors and Styles
play space $7500
Free installation and estimates PRIEST 117 Park St. Tel 1024
Edwin Maddox
157*2
Tel 939. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
A new modem House in a Zone
George Lawny returned Wednes
ltd tUTal- «•
-IfS1»»
UNFURNISHED 3-nn. Apart A residential section, handy to
and shopping district. day from a business trip to Port
to let. stoves, elec refrig., 1st floor schoo
MRS IVY BRACKETT. 55 Broad Four rooms and bath down. 3 bed land.
MISCELLANEOUS ST
________________________ 157*2 rooms up not yet finished, but ail
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Miles
FOUR-Room Furnished Apt. to utilities run to second floor.
Motor Tune Up. General Re
have returned from Arlington. Va
By appointment.
Adults TEL
pair Work, Electric and Acetylene let: 32 Beech S’
On a 100’xieO' lot this eight- where they have been guests at
1338 or 426________________ 156’1
Welding, Tires, Tubes and Ac
room house wt'.l provide a beauti the home of their son Churchill
cessories, Regular and Premium
FURNISHED Apts, to let Cen ful country home within the city for several weeks
Gasoline. Diesel Fuel.
tral and Northend locations In A large fireplace will provide a
Mbs Phyllis Booth returned
Experienced Men On Both
quire 11 JAMIES ST. In Person
cheery note to long evenings The
Repair Work and Welding
150tf two-car garage allows plenty of Wednesday to Waterford. Conn,
ROLAND A. GENTHNER, Inc
UNFURNISHED Apt of three storage and play space for the to resume teaching after pass,us
$6 New County Rd.
Rockland
rooms and bath to let. two circu children At $11,500 this is a real the Christmas vacation at her
George W'. Gay. Manager
lating heaters, elec, stove Adults opportunity.
home here
Sales and Service
Seven rooms and bath in a dandy
151-tf J and references. Vacant Dec 14:
Mr aiKl Mrs Clyde Bickford
i 43 Pacific street, TEL 1660-R neighborhood A lavatory down
i after 5 p m________________ 151 tf stairs saves many a mile of walk have been visitors In Boston this
A two-car garage and a week.
Cesspools, Septic Tanks
THREE furn Rooms to let. with ing
toilet shed, electric refrigerator, real large lot are a bargain at • The friends ol Mrs Susie Web
and Cellars Pumped Out j Inq
12 Knox St
TEL 1382-M $6950
ster wlF. regret to learn that she
0 E FENDERSON
Six rooms, sutiporch. lull modern
150tf
bath, up-to-date kitchen, new oil recently suffered a broken ankle
SANITARY SERVICE
ON Camden St . pleasant two- heating system, good neighbor in a fall and is now a patient at
Tel. 1314 Rockland or
room furnished Apt to let, with , hood. $8800
Knox Hospital
62051 Old Orchard Beach
bath, elec refrigerator TEL 1219
On top of that I have many in
Go anrwbere 25 mile* from here __
Andrew Gilchrist was a visitor at
______________
146tf ! vestment properties from $3000 up
1*3
FOUR rm second floor Apt to to $60 000 Business blocks, ware Rockland. Wednesday
HAVF YOU PROBLEMS?
let bath, elec easily heated, cozy i
and
wharf
property
Send five questions $1 00 stamped pleasant, (deal for retired couple | houses
envelope REV RUTH MATHIAS, or two young people CALI, 1466 '46.000 sq. ft.) Call me for any
type Real Estate.
advisor 877 Broadway. Everett, for appt
128tf!
Happy New Year
Maas Full page reading enclosed.
tfAPAz,,
CHARLES E. BICKNEIJ, II.
TWO furnished Rooms with
Prompt reply
153-S-tf
flush to let; 34 Fulton St. TEL I
Real Estate Broker
DRESSES Suits. Coats made and 13T9-R _____________________ 143tf , 88 Summer St..
Phone 1647
altered. All kinds fur work. MRS
154-2
HEATED and unheated furn.
E B SLEEPER Tel 36 113-Stf
Apts to let. V F STUDLEY, TJ. IN Friendship Village. 8 room
Park St Tels. 8060 and 1234
tf House for sale, central hot water
heating. Barn and garage, nearly
HUNGRY??
ap acre cf land. DR RICHARD
WATERMAN
129tf
Tken stop in «rt
■

RUBBER STAMPS

BOB'S LUNCH or

BOB'S RESTAURANT
Far • Fine
"FAMILY STYLE MEAL'
Or Evan Jzd a Snack

ui-a

ANY SIZF
On Order si
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

JAMES S. COUSENS
l icensed Real Estate Broker
Business Oppnrtnnlties
Cottages, Lets and Dwellings
17» MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1533

35-tf

TuesdayThurtday-Soturday

"Something New

Has Been Added

To the Weather"
Let's talk about the weather!
Have you ever talked to a meteorolob6it about it? I have, many times,
ove the past thirty years and the
more I listen to them, the dizzier I
get with their "two-dollar" words
and intricate technology. There
almost seems to be a conspiracy Vo
keep the layman in Hie dark by
baffling him with technical terms
that would appear to make a stud!
of the weather a project only to be
undertaken by superbrains. But
the more I've studied the weather
on my owp, tlie simpler the subject
has appeared to be. So I shall use
only "five-and-ten-cent” words on
the subject in this book.
I shall show you In this book, that
a revolution is taking place in tlie
world's weather—and that it is oc
Rila Hayworth and Jose Ferrer co-star in “Miss Sadie Thompson" curring at an accelerating pace. Do
which marks K’la's debut in 3-D. The film, which opens al the Strand you realize that las. vear. for ex
Theatre on Sunday for a four day engagement, is In color by Technicolor. ample, in the City of New York,
Aide Rav is featured In the film which is based on the famed story by ,
there were 1,160 more degrees of
V. Somerset Maugham.
j temperature than the average dur—-* ducted the
meeting In the after'he twelve months and that in
■ kllAAl
,loon ThU waR th* Panning meet- the year 1951 there was an excess
UNION
ing. Mrs. Nettle Grinnell will en- ! of 920 degrees? Natually, then, the
IRH F1DRENCE LALDEHWOOD j tertain the group Jan 21 for an all question arises whether a rise of a
f -w degrees a dav is important to
Correspondent
day meeting
Telephone 10-2«
the human being and his existence
on
earth. Probabiy the greatest
ROCKVILLE
study on this matter was made by
Parent-Teacher Association pro
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Higgs and
gram for Jan. 6 will consist of the daughter Lucille were dinner guests Professor Huntington of Yale, who
reading of winners of the essay Christmas Day at the Tamarack showed conclusively that even a
contest. “What I Expect of My Lodge In Camden. Miss Higgs is slight rise of four or five degrees
Community." in both High and spending the holiday recess from would have disastrous consequenceJunior High School
Tst P.T.A her duties as art teacher in Keene. for the human race.
(lid Man Weather Runs Amuck
offers three prizes end the Wom N H, schools. She will return to
Everywhere we turn we find
an's Community Club is ottering New Hampshire after the New Year
that
“unusual weather is now tlie
two prizes Committees for judg
The twin daughters. Miss Joan
ing the above are Rev Harry Abbott and Mrs. Jane .Abbott John usual thing." For example, com
Tra.-k. Cu tis Payson and Eleanor son and Mr. Johnson visited panies writing marine insurance re
Hcald.
Christmas Day with the girls' par port that this past season the mar
Fri iidly Circle serves their public ents. Mr and Mrs Ronald Abbott. ine disasters all over the world. du>
dinner for January on Jan 5 at Miss Jane has now- returned to her to unusual weather, were Hie great
the Mi . hotiist vestry.
duties at the Mutual Broadcasting est for any period in all marine his
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Knight and
tory. Take for example the disas
Company in New York while Mr.
son Tommy of Manchester. N. H. and Mrs Johnson have returned to trous storm that hit a good pur
anti Mr and Mrs. Robert. Beauof Europe tilts winter
their teaching duties in Kittery.
dreault of Putnam. Conn, are
Medical men in all parts of the
Mrs. Evans Tolman has been va
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
cationing from her duties at the world agree that the weather was st
Henry Knight
normal this past winter that there
Van Baalen Factory over Christmas.
were an estimated 250 million cases
I.O.O.F. Officers Honored
Little “Dicky" Tolman has been
Union Lodge I.OO.F. and Bethel confined to his home with swollen of flu alone. There is no doubt of
the all-important par; played bj
Rebekahs gave a reception Dec. 29
glands.
for John Cunningham, grand
weather, or not only in our daily
“Win" Robbins returned to his
guardian of Grand Lodge ot
life, but In determining the pros
home here last week.
Maine. 1.0 OF and Mrs Ariel
Tlie Rockville Church will have perity and history of nations.
1ona:d. district deputy president
There is something happening now
a special New Year’s sendee Sun
ol District 15. and her Deputy
which is going to have a most pro
day at 3 o'clock Everybody Is wel
Marshal. Mrs. Sadie Cunningham
found influence on the destinies of
come.
all of Union.
the major nations of the worldGrand Guardian Cunningham is
some being aided by nature as the
WINTER’S BLOOP
Pas' Chief Patriarch of Mt Horeb
Gaunt branches are the orchestra weather turns milder and others
Encampment. and past grand ol Of winter—tlie strings and wood bound to be set bark as ruthless
Union Lodge.
winds
nature changes the climate for the
■Mrs Leonard, tlie newlv ap Attv ed to Nature's change of various peoples of the world. Tc
mood
pointed D.D.P, is past noble grand
Tiity bend as does the violin's bow take an example from. history. »<■
of Belliel Rebekah Lodge. IOOF Aerc*« the guts which make it find that the culture of ancient
lodges and Rebekah Lodges in this
sing.
civilization developed best along
district were invited Among thost Its voice—so wild! beyond us lies. the 70 isotherm in the Mediter
Beyond
cur
comprehension.
Still.
in attendance were Albert MaeWhile mute we cope with winter's ranean area. But as the weather
Phail of Owl’s Head. Grand Mas
• co l
changed, the civilization declined
ter of Grand Lodge of Maine. and hear Her orchestration flaunt and the balance of power moved
1.0 OF, J unes shannon of Rock- het strength so grandly hovering. northward and westward in Europe
1, »i. grand n arshal Mrs. Mac Ye chorus of the gods, sing on!
and later to this continent.
Ye ehoms of the gods, ring on!
Phail. junior pas' president of Re Gaunt branches are the orehetra
It is no accident that the nations
bekah Assembly of Maine, Ken Of winter's mood. Her orchestra. of the world who arc always poor
neth LeGage of Rockland. D.D.
Peter Cameron.
and in need are located ill those
Thomaston. Mi.tie
G.M of Di.-tricl 16. and Mrs Helen
parts of the globe where there is
Bean of Livermore I alls pres (lent
Inflation is the thing some peo- such heat that the human being
of the District Deputy Presidents' pie have to worry about anytime simple doesn't have enough energy
Association of Maine.
we have too much or too little, to produce wealth In this IndusNorma
Marrmer.
Catherine
Guyette, Mrs Frances Lucas anJ
Mrs Helen Bean were numbeia Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
presented on the program. Com
(Answer to Next Issue)
mittee for arranging the affair
were Mbs Agnes Esancy, Mrt
4
1
3
2
5
7
b
10 II
8
9
12
Phyllis Cunningham, Mrs Hazel
Ross. Mrs. L.lla Morton and Mrs
15
14
15
lb
Clara Day.
17
1$
18
BURKETTVILLE

h sss FT
20
21
iwv
Linwood Mitchell spent the past I
24
25
2b
week in Camden.
w
Carlene Powell spent Christmas
lb
27
30
29
J2
31
33 34
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
ix^v
w
Chester Hannan.
2S
3b
^8
37
Mrs. Chester Hannan was called,
ud
to Bucksport Thursday by the ser- ,
39
ious illness of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
42
41
43
m4
45
Leroy Sukeforth.
w
Thelma Linscott cf Rockland
46
47
Mb
49
spent the past week with her par
w
ents Mr and Mrs. Lorenzo Lin51
50
52
scott
‘X'bc
George Miller spent Christmas
53 54 55
57
5b
5b
59 bo
Day with his sister and family Mr.
bi
bi
and Mrs. Freemont Jones in War-' W
ren.
bb
bb
b7
Wedding bells are ringing again
in this town Ralph Kennard of this
b9
town and Laura Greenlaw of Wash
ington was recently married. Best
HORIZONTAL ICont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
wishes to the young couple.
21- A country o' Europ50-Prefix. Apart
t-Animal breeder
Mrs Edna Miller entertained the
(abbr.)
52 Masculine tabbr.)
7-Clty highways
Farm Extension group at a Christ '3-Surfaee
53-A fondled an'mal
22-Stlteh
55Sheerer
21
—
Bequeathed
mas tree at her home recently. Six 14-Not at any time
26-Kn'ttinq rods
E9-Speek
teen women were present. Dinner 16- To flourish
28-Nest of an eagle
61-Street urchin
17- A legal claim
was served. Miss Winifred Ramsdell 18- A minor planet
'9-Rests against
63- M istake
64- Afternoon parties
90-A>-mies
Home Demonstration Agent con- !9-Stifl breeze
31-Haopen
again
65- To vex
20- Sailor
33- $hun
56- More sagacious
21- Dwellz
Anawer to Prrrtoaa Puzzle
34- Poetry
67-Rest
23- Observe
36- The (Fr.l
24- A shell that fails to S8-To fence in
37- Perehed
69-Desoots
explode
SlTJRlA'N'GiC
4i-Arrangr
25- Japaneae coin
aWairein-a
VERTICAL
43-Large streams
27-Soundt
in
the
chest
bjcjvLijoyts
45-Blood surking flies
30-Pronoun
b'v i BNjB i
of Africa
1- Hesitates
32-Lace together
LtgWoHlRit.BiElu.,
47-It is (contr. 1
35- Appear
2- Melody
E KCjEfs
49Deface
3- Never (contr.)
36- Mislays
sfYiS'T'c!
51- Bolls slowly
4- To be competent
38- At any time
52- Gay
5- Finiahed
39- Elevatez
6- Portugvese coin (pi.) 54- lrs'and
40- Franknesa
IS'LPLCT]
55- Soapstcne
7- Dlspatch
41- Faatcna
TipjCBR
57- Large lake
42- Swagger
8- Corners
O’p-AI
9- lncite
58- Bard
44-Oatalogue
p;c’D||P|Bir
F
10-Epochs
59- Colltge official
4C-A replanting
PlRxLPWgc
OWs nnaaa^B
f 1-Deeoy
60- Klln for drying hepa
48- A title
62-Babylonian god
aaaaa a
49- Natlvea of ancient 12-More attractive
15-Proclalm
Media

trial age. there are certain countries
in Europe and certain parts of
North America which have been
remarkably favored by a climate
which has given them wealth, earn
ing power, high inlelllgeiive quo
tients, and the energy to lead the
world in u-dustnal production.
The hit' you study history, the
more you find that there is a con
stant change in the balance of
power between nations. No nation
stays on top forever One of the
most important factors ,n bringing
about changes in world power is
the change in the world climate.
Even a casual study will sliow remarablc changes taking place even
during the lifetime of those now
living. Captain Myers of the Hud
son Rive Pilots Assoc ation. who
ias been on the river for more than
50 years, said to us recently that
the Hudson River used to Ireeze
over all tlie way down to Yonkers
and that teams of horses and
wagons drove out on Hie river to
harvest ice during the winter. Tlie
ice on the Hudson used to freeze
three feet thick, and tempera l ures
of 30 below zero were frequent.
History shows that in the days of
the Roman Empire. Hie Tllx-r River
froze solid No doubt some of you
have read of tlie great Frost J'a.rs
held ea 'll year on the River Thames
In London On February 3. 1811,
a whole sheep was roasted on Hie
ire of the Thames, wl ercas todav
one could not roast eveh a squab
on am of tlie important rivers of
tlie western world In pre-htatorie
times, the weather on (lie ea.-ih
was so cold that grea! ice areas
not only covered all of Canada anti
tlie Ar.-tlc art a but extended as far
south as the area from New York
to S: Louis. Sonic of this ice was
a half mile thick
The western
part of the Unit'd Stales had huge
glaciers, and solid ice covered tlie
entire North Sea. Germany, Poland
and most of Russia. What are now
known as 'he Alps Mom tains were
covered be a eontliu ation of an
enormous system of glaciers

Ex-erpt from "Today's Revolu
tion In Weather" by W J. Baxter
If more timers gavt
ground
there would be fewer of them In it.
>TATE (IF MAIM.
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TTt.’E OFTHJ5 SUPERIOR COURT
to br hrl'i at Rock .I l'i wt"li:
' >r th< nountv of Knox ir. ! -u
oi Ma nr ov. the second Tnes
of Ftbninry. A D. I954
Respectfully r» j>renc:its Hon'in
Bruce Norwood of HoiiHi Tlmn, ton In Hie County of Knox and
S'gto of Milne 'hut he w-is lav
fully married to Eliza lx tii P -'
Norwood at South Br'rtol In Hu
Count}’ of Lincoln and St.de of
Mi
'lie 28 h viv of Anri.
4 t) 1948 bv Rever ud Hire -i
Woodbury, duly aiithorlped to h«m:?'7c marriage--; and that the
realden'-e of mid libeller i un
known;
That- the libellant and libe'd'
cohabited In this Stale after the r
Slid marriage and resided in lid.
State when the cause of divor .
accrued as hereuiiaftor set forth
that the said libelee eparate
from the libellant on January :’9
1953; t-hut Hie libellant has resided
in this State in g«>.i faith fcr
more that one rear prior ‘o Hi*'
commencement of these prtxeed'ngr. tlril the libellant hm > vi r
'>e<n faithful Io his marts,-e r>hligatlons. but Hast t.he Ubel’er
be. n ui mindful of the same. t.h»i
'here is no collusion between enur
bclloni an. the
hb dire t.
obtain a divi.iree, tha* the said
ttbellee has berm guilty of cruel
and abusive treatment toward vour
.-aid libellant,:
That three children hav lyen
b-m to them diirin't their -aid
insirrla"- to Wit Norman T. W
I; A'an H age 3; and 11 unis I,,
age. I;
WHEREFORE, you! hbeilanl. preys
‘hat i divorce from the' boudfl of
maJrimvuv between himself and
mid ilhe.'l ' mav lx Jeerc.-f qnd
tha* ’he cire and custodv of their
minor children may be given to
.-.aid libellant;
And vour libellant further aieges that the residence of said
iibellee is unknown to your libel
lant and cannot be ascertained bv
reasonable diligence.
Dat'd at Rockland Maine, this
17th Jay of D •'inber. * D. 1953
HORATIO BRUCE NORWOOD
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ft.
l>ccmbrr 17. 19.','
Personally
appeared
Hara io
Brno Norwood, the above »br'
and made oit-h that the torevoipe
allegation as to the residence ot
the libeller Is hue.
Before me.
SAMUEL W. OOI'LINH JR
Notary Public
Notarial Seal
STATE OF .MAINE
«UB.)

KNOX SS
Clerk's Office, Superior Court.
in Vaca' oi’.
Rockland. December 17. A D 1953
Upon the fortgoing ITBEt . or
dered. That tile f.ibellant give no
Lice to said Elizabeth PooF Nor
wood to awa-r before our 8'ipert"
Conn to lx- hoiden at Rockland,
within and for t.he Countv of Knox
on tjx aeeond Tuesdav of Febru
ary. AD. 1854. by publishing an at
tepted copy of said Libel, and this
order thereon, three weeks succes
sively in The Courier-Gazette, a
news-jirj.;- minted In Rockland. In
our Oounty of Knox, the last, pub
lication to be thirty day, at. l;va*1
prior to said senond Tijestiav of
February next, tbisf she may liven
and then in our said court appear
and sliow cause, if any she have,
why the prayer of said Libellant
should not be granted
RANDOLPH A. WEATHERfBFE.
Justice of the Superior Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Or
der of the Court thereon.
Attest:

PEARL E BORGERSON. Clerk.
152-6-1
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Is This Your Farm

Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

a

YOUR FARM PROBLEM

move surpluses out of warehouses
and into stomachs by promoting
"PouMtu rma/rt
Part II
greater public consumption of some
Any effective solution of today's commodities We can push forward
farm problem must provide meth- in cur research programs to unods for reducing our huge stock- cover new uses for farm goods We
pile of agricultural commcditles can throw our entire weight behind
•••
and at the same time present fur- plans for expanding present forbast week, I mentioned the fact marvelous array of other products
ther burdensome accumulation*
eign markets and finding new out,»25§3
Vhat depression In the broiler divi- * lncluded- 8oniF in minute quantlGettlng rid of these surpluses ts lets overseas
only half of our problems Even
8uch methods, while they will not
sion of the poultry industry affects ty'
"Ully nccessary for the
. .. ,
health and growth of the birds It
if we were able to bring them down produce results as quickly as durnpthe pocketbooks of the laying flock „
bit<Ls bvpd
dw prplty
■
to manageable proportions, we Ing cr destroying food, offer a far
owners as millions of hatching eggs well before s me of these ingrcdlwould soon acquire new hoards of sounder approach to our basic
arc sent to market. It should not cuts were even thought of or dlswheat, com. cotton and butter un- problems
be an ill wind for all and tf retail cwen-d However, there is no
, der the existing system of price
Along those lines, I can report
prices on poultry arc dropped in question but that broiler grower
supports
, that our promotional campaign, unproportion, everyone should be In- who went back to using the type of
We already have approximately dertaken with the meat Industry
terestered In serving chicken often feed ;n use only a lew years back
0U
$25 billions tied up in loans on and fo: d stores, is producing real
In other words, it should be a break would go broke
farm commodities, in addition to an results We are consuming beef this
for Mr and Mrs Citizen. The
Through experimentation, scienV Sf"*
equal amount Invested In goods year at the rate of 75 pound* per
•
samc should be true of eggs for the tists have dis-overed various subwhich we own outright—$6 billions person, the highest In our country.
i
high price season is over and the stance.-. that) xcelerate growth far
■
In all
Farm exports have turned upMT
price Is down between 20 and 26 beyond fonyst dreams of growers
Our present pregram does not word since July 1, reflecting our emcents below the high point, with of less thffi a decade ago. Even
encourage the production shifts phasis upon expanding trade ConOi
signs that it may drop lower
the laym/u wouid find a grain bag
whlch are required to meet the tinned high employment at home,
ft will take quite a while lor all tac in/reRtlng to read. He cerchanging market demands for var- i with national income at record levUttie surplus broilers to be disposed talniv would be surprised to find
lous commodities
! els, means a strong demand for
of as new flocks are reaching adding minerals, vitamins, antlblOf course, we could destroy some farm goods In the United States
mafitetable size every day A buy- otl s mclhrnlne. arsonlc acid and
of our surpluses Remember the
Our population Is growing at ■
er told me this week that he looked the like. But such things are not
government's potato ftasco of a rate of more than 2,000.000 per year,
WK
aW
for prices to stesidy some in a week dumped in. hit or miss. Every'
few years ago?
which means that by 1975 there will
a *- .
or so and possibly rise a little The pound of feed contains an exact
Or we might piow under every be 200.000 000 Americans. Our fuminute the price goes up. huge amount, yet in some instances onthlrd r w of cotton and kill little ture farm problems may Involve
■;
numbers of birds will be rushed to iy u very few ounces are used to
pigs Remember the mld-1930's?
questions of sh rtages. rather than
This, the twelfth ir. a serie* of farm pi lures presented weekly
tlie answer was “Why we’ve always l»een in It.” Thev are real vetActually, we would not even con- surpluses
market and likely down will go the the ton. Ingenious methods have
by The Courier-Gazette, brings into the series a new section <f the
eran poultrvmen.
slder such wasteful prae.tlces
| We cannot wait for an expanding
price again until the new influx been dev ised to get the near per
county. Farms aH around th?s «pol have been shown, but this is
At the age of ftR. Maynard is at his work daily. He started with
is cleamed. That seems to be the feet mixes.
We are attempting to move sur- population to solve our immediate
the first in this especial sc« tion.
a flock at the age of 13 and has been at It ever sin'-e. His father and
plus food and fiber into foreign troubles however We need an In
way it works until things are really
When you stop and think of It
The owner has an II x 14 gloss' pr'nt of the picture waiting
grandi.dher were poultrymen before him. to make at least four
lor him when he appears at the office of The Courier-Gazette to
generations of the family on the place.
markets. World prices, huwever are 'erim program to encourage shifts
straightened out.
we feed our livestock scientific feed
identify Ms farmstand.
Right now the plant is operating at maximum and 1ns 3.HUO
well below the figures at winch we to other crops We nrrst further
Everyone actively interested in with the greatest of care We have
The picture last week vis that of the model poultry farm op
layers, divided between Rhode Island Keds and Black Crosses. Their
acquired these commodities under build-ups of government stockpiles
the broiler market knows that thia good food available for humans loo.
erated by Maynard M. hint . v an his son. John M. Kinney on the
produi t goes entirely lo First National Stores In Somerville, Mass.
our price support operations Tins now
is not the first time it has crashed but most of us are not too careful
St. George Road a few miles below I’Lom, -ton. in fact, the South
The i 'anI K reputed by poultrymen to be the neatest setup in
Thomaston-St. George line almost touches their property.
tlie poultry industry locally.
means that we will be forced to
Our urgent need is for a price
and they also know It Is not the as to balance and quanitiy. PerWhen asked how lopg they had been iu the poultry business.
Photo by Jura
substantial losses on whatever support program which can be ad. last time. Due to the continuous haps humans would be far healthier
^production of birds, only a rela- as s whole if we adapted a umlverWe sell abroad.
I luslcd in terms of production and
At the same time, we must av id demand One which will effectively
tively small percentage of growers sal plan of eating only the food rec- Tq 4-H AwCird !n
Poultrymen Out
"Plenty" In Ger
outright dumping, which would dis- reduce surpluses, with a minimum
is caught In the worst squeeze ognizeri as good for us in the propGrange Corner
nipt normai trade channels and of government controls
For Legislative
Those who cleared their flocks be- er proportion
No broiler grower State Goes To
many, Starvation
bnng down upon us the wrath of
That Is our immediate goal Such
fore the market hit bottom have would be crazy enough to distri- _
’ill
Berth In June
new flocks started or chicks bute concentrated sweets to his raPmingtOn LOCI
other friendly countries
a program will be offered to ConFor American
Warren Grange
There are these other aitema- gress by this Administration' in
ordered Hope springs eternal and birds at any time, or mix any alcofJavid A I ice ol Finn
By Nancy Benner
Ralph M Hunt poultrvman has
Through the courtesy of the
tives We can make a real effort to J in .ary
owners of young clucks expect a Jvoli< beverages m their drinking
”"1 given the Alpha Zeta awa
A Christmas tree was the mam announced his candidacy for the Christian Science Monitor the apbetter market when selling time water I Just can't figure out how
arrives.
you would give a broiler the tooutstanding 4-H club boj in leaturc of our last meeting with a Republican nomination to Leglsia- pended story by John Gould, well WPhe had the diplomats around tell you he is in favoT of it If we
But the grower and egg producer bacco habit But then we are not Maine in 1953 a' the c,mi . > :n- fi: i musical program by the young tore from the class towns of Llb- known Maine newspa'ier man is English was always taught in the :lac* a ‘cader rise here, one who
arc not the only ones affected. A,1 producing meatfit for human con- l>'- 01 '^c 4th annua! State4-H peoplc Betty Rhoda. Marjorie Cou- wty. Northport Morrill, Freedom, given. When written he was on a
could win popular support, and he
schools. Just, as our schools have
those who produce and seil vny sumption when we feed humans clui> Contest at the University of sens and Gloria Kenniston sang Montville. Lincolnville. Searsport, mission In Germany
said lie was in favor of a united
Wliile my mission in these parts
taught German, and the
everybody would be glad
part of the food ahd drugs uard In themselves
Maine
Monday night. Nearly 150 carols with Etholla Pease at the Knox, Belmont and Palermo
i He is opposing Russell B Knight us something of an official Un.tedyoungsters got their gravies without
growing broilers will have their
Bw scientific research goes on ‘*'H , !ub members and a number of
but this is not politics Politics is
June and Lynda Stlmpaon sang if Searsmor.t who is u general store g,aU-: Job lt
ateo prlVately con- knowing much more about tt than not a wisJi P«x>plc would like a unisales curtailed
the hope that birds can be made to adult eaders and 4-H agents, at"Let ft Snow" and Modklng Bird o;xira'or and town fire chief Both dieted, and I am living off the wv did.
ted Germany, but this Is a hope, a
Although many thousands of tons grow even faster, and not. a year ,ended
sc k the office left vacant by Wil- 'German economy," as the phrase
I w-as talking to a stenographer matter of patriotism and of desires
ol grain are used for broiler feed, gees by but what new records are
Presenting the award to Luce was Hill" by special request
Li t!> Rci imond Den
Patty ,!n"n R Ool(' whoha’ deel«**d not
well-stocked and some- assigned to our mission about this deep In the heart It Is net politics.
41 the use of grain ts so wide spread, made And each year less feed Is Don,l<l Weymouth, ol Charleston
i d and Kathv Kpnmston sang
nln
times crtflctzed commissaries of file - <he said she had English In school Politics says Germany is no longer
■that broilers exert little control needed to produce a pound of meat. a nwml’er <•'. ’he University of
Mr Hum is U past, president ol px, (rp n0) a^jlab|p
mp and got a good mark In lt. but that she one country, and we must not let
Jingle
over the price of grain. While the The day may come when a flock of Maine cha;ilcr o' Alpha ’leta, hon- 'Avay In A Manger.”
came to work for the American our wishes and hopes coufUse our
Bells” and "Rudolph the Red Nosed ti e Knox County Poultry Improve- j tnl]s, dpaJ ud,h tbp
princlpal Ingredient of a bag of six pound cockerals at 12 weeks will orar>' agriculfura. fraternity
buce has previously won trips to Reindeer."
ment Association and is presently marks
thp Oerman stores, ho- mission In 1946 without the faintest thinking Politic* must be realistic
broiler feed is grain, mostly com, a be common
head of the Maine Poultry Im’ tela anti restaurants
I **te National 4-H Club Congress in
w«a ol how t0 put ’wo English and so I say that re-uniting GerInteresting recollections ot past
Chicago, tiie Natuc.i. in Club Christmases were related by Er movement Association.
I like this fine My idea of noth- words together Since then, she said many ts not politics. Not now"
He oper .'es th- Iona Poultry Uig ,lt a][ wt>uld
a vds(t in t>er- , children in school have applied
l m still thinking about It, and
THE PROMISE OF THE LAND PROPERLY
, w
nes; Benner. Percy Bowley and
a()apted to tlie themselves with a new interest, ma.vtoe other people might like to
Charles Ring who told a thrilling Finn In Lincolnville, which he ,„any whlch
FED IS END OF FAMINES
y* in New Hampshire *tarted lfi vea™ ago 1,1 hu '’par'’ chain-store economy of the United largely because of politics, and they Being realistic seem* to Include
tale of his days
The i.rcgram closeo with all the
fr°m 'hc fa™ af‘d Poultr>'
states, where I could step in and are coming out not only with good kind of muss mastery ol the En
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.
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. to the Eastern States Exposition
EngOne of the worlds great problems portion ol Its multi-million research
i soclatlon work. he finds time to
In West Springfield, Mass, as a
t all the conveniences of home marks, but with knowledge of the llsh language, and I would say in
young
folks
singing
a
group
of
within
twin
’s
canacitv
to
solve
is
budget
on
agricultural
chemistry
serve as president of the Volun
wltnin mans capacity io sone »
dairy oamp delegate, nc ud ng once
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It has Just published a fascinating
1
*
Christmas carols with Marjorie at teer Firemen's Association of the any time I wished That is why I language This allows up every day mv American naivete tiiat speaking
that of adequately feeding the peo,
. ;
' as a member of the Maine Dairy
was disappointed when the Hicog around here, and I'm told it will Ei.glish has become a kind of Oerbooklet, entitled The Storv of Farm
1 the piano.
community
pie. A» many places on the earths chPmiriito.. Xn lt u ,racMi the hu. Cattle Judging team
officers here iHtcog being United show up pretty much all over Oer- , man politics, in wliat the Hicog boys
Candy and popcorn were passed
States Government slang tor the many, even where Hicog or the oc- call the proper "frame of refersurface it has not been solved. II torv ol mankind on the land The
diflerent around after the tree and everyone
dished music.
b'ggcst diplomatic
mission our cupation forces are iess concen- ence"
hasn't been solved 111 India where story ot man in his rise from pov- ” '
voted It, a delightful evening
Tlie program as followed. Song. country ever undertook' booked me trated
.
,
. .
„ . .
i work, including dairvlng every
So L found myself in an Amerti akomtno has Stalked throuvhout tlip <’r,v a,“i want. Du Pont, observes.
Meeniihgn Grange
ABamint has autucea inrougnwn vw
year and gardening, eh ks. poui’ry.
Married by the Bible. Divorced oy i to the Godeslierg Hof and gave
I think, in this connection one can hotel tor my first night tn Gerw
m i
the storv of his struggle to wrest
centuries and where teeming mil, pig raising, and tractor maintnnA short business session on Mon ’lie Law.” bv Otto Proctor.
m. an off-balance introduction to explanation might help, and that's many and regretted tt on the
his food from the soil.
Violin solo by Hank Tinker ar.d the Rhineland The Hof Is an Am- 'he European and particularly Oer- grounds that tt was too much like
lions today are perpetually under
day
night
was
followed
by
a
covAnd the booklet points up another i
Rote of So- intone.” Hoboes Last erlcan
K
■ Luce
built__to____
deal________
with our maJ1. implications of the word "polhome Then I began
to find
out that
__ hotel,
_
___
_
_
_________
nourished It hasn't been solved in
gnlficant truth When each man i ------ Jlas t>een ’ countY and stat* ered dish supper by the Grace*
blue ribbon and bond winner in 4-H
In the absence of the Lecturer. Rl !e
Pu‘ Your Lj,tie Hand 1R diplomats and clerks whose mission flea” In America we use the word the .American hotel is politics, too.
China where chronic hunger has ! can raise only enough to leed him ,
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. and has been president of his class the program, games after the meet- Mlr.e" by Red Curtis
here with the High Commissioner
party affiliation, editorial op- and that all Germany has accepted
been a miserable burden passed e ,[. then all productive effort must
,
Solo by Ott Proctor and "T:.a s j(|
do wllg(
can about tblg inion, and matters of that stripe If such intrusion It may not be an af..
.
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,
, , . _
and captain of file be.. ketball team ing was postponed until next week
from one generation to the next 'to the raising of food Thus, a|_, „____
.. , ................
’
at Farmington High School. He is
Jam
Morse won the Silver My Weakness Now' by Hank on thing called Oe-tnany
President Eisenhwer made a speech fair of the heart, it may not be
And there are other places around valid yardstick of civilization's pro
tlie banjo
i active In musical. Orange and March
When we leave here and go to ll,e same fb*> 'ha' an earthquake what people want But tt is there,
file world where it hasn't been j gress Is the extent to which the
Square dance tune on the ac- Munich. I will ask for something leveled the New England states, we and it is as much a part of mod, .
, ..
__ .. . _ church arfairs He entered the
A Round Robin letter Is being
farmer s productivity lermlts lar-1 ,
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,
- - » .-.ordion by Arthur Crockett
solved.
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I two-year course In agriculture at written to Edna Staples
on the pension type, to get away would expect a New York riewspa- cm Germany as the more Germanic
,, ....... ......... , ....
India hasn't at last solved the ger and larger segment’ ol the pop- .....
Your Cheating Heart." by Red from American Influence and meet ; Per
....
. to.
the University of Maine this fall.
assess the readership value a;>purtenatices It certainly conWeymouth Grange
problem of feeding her millions by , illation to use their skills in other
Curts and "Crow Sons" by Ar some Germans
) °l It?' 'wo stories, and probably lures up many thoughts
adopting Socialism, nor I* China's fields"
C,,.i
poll! • and vc , 11 find
W-ymouth Grange met Mondry thur Crockett, and The Od
Germany sav the books. Is Ger- *I'F the President a second-place
Bonn, of course. Is the capital of
centuries-old hunger going to be
How strikingly this truth ts OII| things about yourself vou never ln regular mc»t!ng The lecturer's Ruz •( d Cross
many still, and always will be The fating In Germany if the Rhine the new Germany, our style, and I
appeased by the phony "land rebrought home as you travel across ic11P..v before
march was won by Edward Syl
form” of the Communists Tlie ' tlie Orient, or the Middle East, or
Most men have a hard time con big thoughts of the State Depart- drted UP overnight, and was never am leaving here tomorrow for Muvester The closing thought of the
again, the story would uev- nlch. where I may not find the
vincing
themse’.vfs that the hard ment revolve around this, and have 10
great food problem of Asia, as elseIndia! In the rich Nile Valley. I The true test of executive ability
day was given by Greta Clark
made of the general European sit- er make page one ot the press, and same trame of rederence. On the
v where, can be solved only by vast- ( vaw literally a whole people en- Is the ability to discover ability in
On the lecturer’s program. Ot’" est way to do anything is to tjut
nation something of a moot matter, would forever and always be sec- other hand lt was an eye-opener,
4/|v increased productivity on the | slaved to the land because their an- others.
Pro tor and the Easterners fur- it on
leading the.r eyes down Into the fu ondary to toe dally news-politics of and I will bear the experience In
land In our free America. Industry I cient farming methods produced so,
ture as they may. so to speak Tills the editor, and his effusion, wheth- mind as I visit around
and science have Joined to make . little I lived among similar enndi- i
In America. I w-nild sav. what tlie
ts probably so. and I wouldn't er fact or opinion would dominate
our farms the biggest producers and lions in China where the tool* and
the front page
people want is usually politic*.
know
But
even
the
superficial
in

our people the best fed on earth. I techniques ol farming are as old
Lately a few boulevard papers, so----------------troduction I've tiad will show that
i
But America alone hasn't the and tn^harglng as the Great Wall
1
Germany has changed
j caUed. have sprung up in the conn- SOUTH HOPE
acreage to fill the gap in tlie world’s and where kA per cent of the pooI was never here before, and I 'T evidently modeled on American
underproduction of food Neverthe-I pie are pinned down to the soil in
•JiT1
Guests ot Mr and Mrs Lloyd
can't make profound comparisons j sensational tabloids, but they are
less, our industries are harnessing ; an attempt to eat Too few are left
Brown and Albee Mink Christmas
with the Bismarck era the First s'iI1 a curiosity and have not. yet
Day were. Mr and Mrs. Ewart
science to develop an amazing new to be producing the sinews of ad
Re.ch. the etes. Neither can I sup- ! learned to handle news so they have ' , ,
J .
vancing
civilization
form of agriculture which. If lt
pose what these changes will mean 1 made inroads on the political tra- 1
'j*
In 1820 America was producing
could be apphed throughout the
to tlie world, or to Oerinany. Nor dltions ot tlie country's press
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' Ts , .Orm4”
world, would ease mankind's aga-old very little more than enough foodwould I want to try to work Into
wpI1- if the German Is therefore onrll . ,.5. f"' d °u
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struggle for life-giving nourish stufl for herself even though 85
tliis thought the great truth that J made awitre of what he calls "poll'
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,
an
Browu and two children of East
ment. And the most productive field per cent of< her people lived on
the United States, too. has changed tics." Tilts means world news, naUnion, and Dirk Brown, home
in this scientific pioneering by Am farms Today, with 12 per cent of
as concerns It* destiny and pur- 1 Donal news, affairs ol government
from University of Maine
UL2
erican industry is that of chemis the population on farms, we are
pow-s There mttst. be somebody who j ‘both stories and comment His
Mi. and Mrs Elmer Young of
try, lt can be said now with cer- much better feel The remainder
■an. and I supjiosc somebody has. 1 awareness of Germany's complex
Camden called on his aunt and hl*
telnty that chemistry literally holds have been freed to go to industrial
I have found out. for instance. Potion at this time I* so tnucn tn uw)e Mre
H„npl
the key to survival in a world whose i and business centers and produce
a
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plans to be a nurse, was Inter
Wlieti I try to get gutteral the portant. So he Is learning English
already begun to revolutionize Am-1 years, and our food production 50
viewed at the Massachusetts Gen
whole population turns to stare, and Tlie waitress explains that she will
erican agriculture Monsanto. Union per cent—on fewer acres and with
eral Hospital. Tuesday. She was
my best attempt at “tch" sounds ' lake night-school lessons this win
Carbide and Carbon, Dow. Arnerl- , fewer farmers That is but an inkaccompanied to Boston by her par
like Old Faithful going into Its best ter. and apologize* that she hasn't
ent*. Mr and Mrs Warren Reycan Cyanamid, Du Pont and many ling of what industrial research
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I
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'
already'
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The
taxlman
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’.fit
others have developed chemicals premise*. In further mechaniza
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* I aas n0* alw®.'1* so; that Germans ‘ his few words with some exhibiwhich ln recent years have brought tion. Improving techniques, and in ,
'rWrmri J spoke German most of all and tion of pride and pumps you for Let peace talks continue—at
astonishing results in farm pro the great world of chemical scieuce.,
were stuck with It. I try. and I do , more words to learn.
least it's better than war talk.
ductivity. And all these companies
my best, and then the person I'm ! last night I was talking to *
agree that they are but on the
Those bundled newspapers which ]
speaking to almost invariably slips German editor who tried to impress
threshold of an almost unlimited serve a hundred useful purpose*.
me the word I'm after, smile* at me with the shades of meaning gtv- Central Maine livestock Anctinn
potential for agricultural develop are available, though ln short
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mc more kindly than pityingly and en "politics" here, and he expressed
supply, at The Courier -Gazette of- ]
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ment.
, j neatly goes into a fair style of Eng- doubt that any American newspaFor
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Honoring Rev. and Mrs. George Wood
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The Friendly Circle of the FederSunday School at 9.15 a. m„ at
The Ma-uday Club will meet Jan
ated Church will meet at the home the Federated Church with Albert St, Bernard’s Church, Park Street, to share In the program of religious
«. at the home of Mrs. LuclU»
of Mrs. Weston Young on Tuesday Harjula, superintendent.
Church Rockland.
Sunday Masses—8.00 education. The Youth Fellowship
Eary. The reader will be Mrs
January’ 5 for the annual business service of worship at 11 a. m, with and 11.00 A M Week day Mass— will meet in the vestry at 5 o'clock
A.pee Passmore.
meeting.
sermon by Rev George H. Gledhlll 6.45 A. M. Confessions—Saturday— for a social period, devotions, busi.The regular meeting and instalMr and MrsRaymond Robinson 011 ''Straining Forward." Music: 230 and 7.00 P. M
ness and a discussion "The TeachIfl'ion of officers of the Auxiliary
have purchased the Helen Carr Anthem by the choir, and solo by Our Lady of Good Hope Church lngs of Jesus."
to Canton Molineaux, will be held
house on Elliott street and plan to William T. Smith, Jr. Small chil- Camden. Sunday Mass- 9.30 A. MThe Girl Scouts
meet on Mon
at the LOOP. haU, Monday eve
make their home there.
i dren
he cared for during the St. James the Apostle Church, day afternoon at 3.30 in the vestry.
ning. Jan. 4. MUs Be.ss.e Bowers.
Joseph Bradley
has returned ' service b>' Mrs- Porest Stone. Tues- Thomaston.
Sunday Mass—9.00 The Boy Scouts will meet at 7 p. m .
Past Association President wili^
install the officers
Supper wfl’*
home after ‘spending' several days d**' ^^ndly Circle meets with | A M.
| in the vestry. The weekly prayer
Please note the change ln the service will be held ln the vestry
Mrs.
Weston
Young.
be
served
at
6
30
with his daughter, Mrs John Dor
English services at the Holy hours from those ln the summer at 7 30 to be followed by a brief of
The Wrwlevan Service Guild will
sey ln Arlington. Mass
ficial board meeting at 830 The
Trinity Church will begin at 10 a schedule.
meet Tuesday evening, Jan. 5, In
Beta Alpha will meet with Mrs
"Family Supper" sponsored by the
. ,_
.a o.
n.«i.i m- Sunday School at 9.30 with choir ;
*
lie Church parlor
Miw Sylvia
parsonage Monday Jan 4 at 7 30 Pracllce consuming the first porAt St. Peter's Episcopal Church, Woman’s Society will be held on
WUrox will be the hoctews.
r m. Refreshment' comnnUee wil! tion’ Knnlsh
at 7 30
* °p
rMt°r' 8und*y Wednesday night at 6 p. m. Laura
The Camber, oirl Scouts will
be Mrs. Marguerite Hill Mrs He! XIoI-da>'' Adult membership class at service: Parish Communion and Buswell and Minerva Small are the
have a special game night at the
The
choir
will
re

en
M-S Avis Brazier
Brazier and
and 730 p m’ W**™***- ’-a^4 Oulld sermon atMafis
9.30 >t Weekday
services, co-chairmen,
YMCA gym Monday, Jan. 4.
en Hallowell
Hallowell. Mrs.Avis
7JQ. Wednesday
hearse on Friday night at 7 Mr.
The Ladies’ Bowling League of
Mr. and'Mix. Arthur McOlew and da-v' BlWe slud>‘ in E!*liah * 130 “«•
6 a
and Pavone will direct.
the
YMCA will hold a food saic at
p. m.
Friday. Mass at 7.30
daughters Cheryl and Susan of
Carleton French store on Jan. 3.
The worship service at the 8outh
Baptist Sunday School at 915 a
Hanover. Mass., are weekend guests
at 10 o’clock for the benefit
m., with morning services at 11 a
At
Universallst Church this. Thomaston Methodist Church will
of Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Williams.
of the Y.
m. Rev. John Fitzpatrick's sermon ®unda>’ Bev George H Wood has ta? held at 7 p. m. Mr. Conant will
The Adult Membership Class of
St. Margaret's Guild will meet
will be "Inventory Time." Anthem 34 tl!i ^P'C "Reformation Always' preach on the theme “Inner Conthe Holy Trinity Lutheran Church
in the parish house on Tuesday
by the choir, "Forward To Christ" Newled" recognizing the special vine ing Power." All are urged t»
will meet Monday at 7.30 p. m.
Jan. 5 for the election of officer.by O’Hara. Young people’s meeting theme concerning ' Martin Luther share ln the worship.
EM2 Sterling Rlsteen, stationed
The annual meeting of the Cam- 9
at 6 p. m. Evening services at 7 p, as it is being presented at the Knox
aboard the US Navy repair ship
m.. with the Young People from J>beatre this week. Paul C. Snow is
den Business Men's Association
At tlie Congregational Church.
Vulcan at Norfolk, Va, is spend
wil! be held Jan. 4. at 730 p m. at
college participating. M-as Marion soloist of the day with Miss Doro- Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor.
ing several days with his parents, Plckard will speak on theme "Look- tb-v ^a*ry
the club room
the organ. The greet First Sunday in the New Year will
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Risieen on
ing Beyond." Young People’s choir er 14 Mr® Brooke Gregory and be observed with special music and
There will be a meeting of the
High street.
,,, ,
..
, ,
ushers are Rex H. Garrett, Robert I with sermon by the pastor "Jesus'
PTA at the Knowlton Street Grade
Mr and Mre Nelson Sabe of
jof^
a, w Hudson. Brooke Oregory and Formula for the New Year ” The
School at 8 p. m. Monday. The
or s ee e
an
a
parsonage Wednesday, Mission Stanley Payson The Church School service at 1010 will be broadcast
new school superintendent, Lewis
r‘er^ty_^r^^S,^LT^Land ladies Circle meets at 2 p m *nh Superintendent Collins, meets during January
Church School
Webber, will be introduced at this
tending were Mrs. Willie Havener
wit 6 o’clock supper. Thursday, 31 U a- ni.. and the Mens Class at classes for third graders and over ;
meeting. The program will be a
of Friendship. Neil Morrison of Cal
Prayer and praise service. Friday,: 10 a m- with additional men in- at 9.30, for those younger at 10.30
report and discussion on the
ais, Mrs. Gertrude Sabien and Jo
Wed Co Club Invited to Fireside vl|ed ln this New Year Class study Comrades of the Way meet at 6.30
Photo courtesy Jim Moore “Health of Our Schoo! Children”
seph Rliodes ol Rockland.
Mrs. Wood and Rev. George H. Wood smile their pleasure at Tonian Circle reception as Miss Katherine
is on the topic "Lifting Idle to
by the school doctor and dentist
for a regular meeting.
Club at Warren Baptist Church
Veazie,
chairman
oi
the
committee,
pours.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Barton. Jr.,
Religious Level." The schedule of
Refreshments will be served at the
Appointments for the week In
Thomaston
School
Signals
of Clinton. Conn., were weekend
the week includes meetings of the clude: Monday: Girl Scout Troops
The Tonian Circle of the Univer- with Mrs. Doris Bowley and Mrs Miss Katherine
Veazie poured. close of the meeting.
a recent meeting °L
of the
the ,T
Th
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Town
^°m' m-s4:«u Circle and Comity Circle
1. 10 and 12 meet at the church at salist Church held open house Grace Flanders as co-chairmen. Hostesses, Mrs. Augusta Holmes
aston
Superintending
School
Cornsend on Bepchwood street.
This Sunday evening the Junior 3. Den Chiefs meet at parsonage at Wednesday night with a reception They ,l'ere assls,ed by M” Gladys Mrs. Dorothy Chrlstoffersen. Mrs ST. GEORGE
Miss Lena Shorey has returned
I Universallst youth fellowship holds
Orff, Mrs. Frances Farrand, Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey, Mrs. Dorothy
Mrs. Onnl Korplnen entertained k
to Portland accompanied by her following policy relative to "No a box-supper meeting with busi- 3. and Boy Scout Troop 206 meets , for Rev and Mrs. George H Wood
at the church at 7; Tuesday Brow- ............
Gertrude Boody.
Mrs Bernice Dowling and Mrs. Oladys Blethen; her daughter and son-in-law, Dr. <
mother, Mrs Charles Shorey, who School" signals and announcements ness and study at The Manse, 66 nie Troop conducted by Elzada Kefrf*!xm<‘hts and singing were en- preeman, Mrs. Kathryn St Clair the latter two also tn charge of the
and Mrs. Roger Standard of New
will remain with her for the win- effective Jan. 4: The fire siren no Talbot avenue. WRKD schedule in
Barstow meets at 3, church, and Joyed Music was furnished by Mrs.
and Miss Margaret Nutt decorations. Over 100 church tnem- York City over the Christmas holi
school
signal
will
be
sounded
for
ter months.
cludes Dr. Lowe on Jan 4 and Lou the annual planning session of the Esther Rogers and Hugh Benner
In charge of tlie guest book was bers and friends were on hand to days.
The Roaring 20’s will meet a; No school all schools all day, at is A. Walker on Jan. 18 The minis Church Council meets at 7.30 at at the piano. Muss Katherine Vea- Mrs Sadie Lewis, Mrs Frances extend felicitations to Rev. and Mrs.
Mrs. Gladys Hocking will be
Thursday, Jan. 7, with Mrs. Edna 7 a. m.: b; One session all schools. ter announces that next Sunday,
the parsonage;
Wednesday, the zle served as the general chairman, Farrand, Mrs. Bemiee Freeman and Wood.
hostess for the Missionary meeting
Williams on Pine street.
at 11 a. m., and announcements will Jan. 10 is the time for the “Sur
Tuesday evening with Mrs. WinlMrs. Clayton Howard is visiting be made over radio station WRKD prise Sermon" for the month of Woman's association meets at a-------------------------------------------------;------------------- -------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------new hour, 2 o'clock, at the church 10.30. Sunday School at at 1030; plot in Riverview cemetery. The man Burial was in John Carver 1 fred Milne oo-hostess
Mr. Howard who Is a patient ln the
January with the topic "Rock What for election of officers and a talk Wednesday night services at 7.30
bearers were Charles Overlock, Ray- Cemetery
The
bearers were
■ - ■1 ■
Eastern Maine General Hospital ln
Baby?" On Jan. 17. the Superinten on "Safety in the Home" by Miss
------------- —
j mond Kenniston, Willis Vinal and members
of
Woodeock-Cass:e- llshei of the newspaper.
Bangor. Mrs. Camilla Glaude of
dent of Universallst Churches for M. Lucille Nason, and the Senior
| Elmer Watts all of Warren.
Coombs Poet, a. L. From out of
Survivors Include her son. and a
Waldoboro is caring for the family WALDOBORO
the State of Maine will be the guest Choir rehearses at 7. at the church;
-----------------: town to attend the services were daughter Mis. Ann Proctor of
MRS RENA CROWELL
ln her absence.
minister All prisons are cordially Thursday the Odds and Ends meet
, LLEWELLYN KNOWLTON
ajyj Mn, Hollis Knowlton of Camden, with whom she was mak
Correspondent
Miss Cheryl Strong is visiting her
welcome at Rockland and' Knox at tlie church at 730; Friday, t)ie
After several years of 1U health : Camden. Albert Knowlton, Florida, ing-her home at the time of her
Telephone 250
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Llewellyn Knowlton died Christmas' s
: Vlvian Knowlton of West death
County's "non-creedal Church of Junior Choir rehearses at 3.15, and
Strong in Waterville.
I day at his home in Vlnalha ven.) point
Freedom ln Religion "
Funeral services wlil he held
at
7
the
Kupples
Klub
holds
Its
E. Jean Spear. AKAN has re
Mrs. Verna Orff of North Noble: aged 81 years. He was born at j
_
from St Tnomas Episcopal Church
monthly
session
with
supper
and
turned to her duties at the Patux toro is spending the weekend with
' Camden the eon of Florentine and I ERVIN L. HASKELL
At the Nazarene Church. Rev business at the church, and for Its
I In Camden at 2 o’clock Monday
ent Naval Ajr Base ln Maryland Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross
George Knowlton. He caine to;i Ervin L. Haskell. 61. poetofflee afternoon with Rev Naig Narge-”
Oakley E. Woodward, pastor, ser program will attend "Martin In
Her parents, Mr and Mrs Ray
Mr. and Mrs Warren Robertson, vices Sunday will be as follows
MISS MARY P. McCALLl’M
| Viiwilhawn about 50 years ago and i custodian, died Friday, morning In slan officiating.
8peflr motored her as far as Bos of Assonet, Mass., have been visit- Sunday School at 9.46, morning ther."
Miss Mary P McCallum, known had since made his home here. He | Rockland, following an extended 1U-! Burial wlU be ln Oak Hill Cetpeton.
Ing at Harry Brown’s
j worship at 10.45: young peoples
"
terv In Camden
Notices for the week of January nffectionately by all her friends as was a veteran of tlie Spanhh i ne8S
Hewas horn in Castine, Oct. 5,------------------Mrs. Jessie Achorn has been a J meeting at 6 and the evening evan- 3 at the Littlefield Memorial Bap Molly, during her life time, passed j American War where he attained I
Arcana Lodge K. of P. Electa
The Arcana Lodge cf the Knights guest of Mr and Mrs Alfred Stor-1 gelistic service at 7.30.The midtist Church Rev. James W. Da- I away Dec. 24th, at a nursing home the rank of cornoral and was nisi, 1882i to David L and Mary Harper |
of Pythias met Wednesday to elect er.
| week prayer
meeting Ison Wedgiuo, pastor; 1030 a m. Morning here Her health had been falling member of the National Guard IIaskeu.
with therank of sergeant. He ■
He was a member of Wlaslowthelr officers for the ensuing year Mr and Mrs jan)es wood have J nesday night at 7 30
worship conducted by the pastor : the past several years.
A quiet home loving person, she always took part in the activities:Holbrook-Merritt Post American
Those nominated were: Chancellor j^en lnSearsport, the guests of
the theme, a Bible centered mes
Commander, J. Warren Everett; Mr
Wilfred Martin.
The Sunday services at the First sage, "Inventory Time;” 11.46 a. m., still made strong and lasting friend of the oatriotle organiza'ions ln Leglon and served with the Navy
during World War I.
Vice Chancellor Oommander. HerMig#
Randolph of 343,141 Church wU1 open "'ilh the Bt'ole School for all ages meets with ships about the town. Her sense of Vina the ven.
’
-----Lewis: --------— — at
.. ....
He is survived by his wife Lola
bert
Prelate.--------Leroyi---------------------------------------------------------------------Whitten;
spending her vacatlon prayer
time
10.15 In
In the
the 10Jfl Kendrick Dorman as Superlntend- humor was keen, and she oftentimes
His wife. Mrs. Hazel G HaskeU,
seven
sons,
Kof-ls
of
Camden,
HerI
Master of Works, Alden Watts; with her" parenteT Dr " and"Mrs | w0r4hlp servlce Rev J charles ant; 6 p. m., Baptist Youth Fellow- surprised even her closest friends
survives him. Also, two daughters,
bert, who tc a member of the Mer Mrs Mary H. WUUamson of Farm
Secretary, Hollis Gilchrist; Flnan- j Francis Randolph.
MacDonald will have as his ser- ship in the vestry; 7.15 p m„ Sun with her wit She bore her last sick
chant Marine, Vivian, 8 Sgt. at I ingdale and Virginia H Thomas of
clal Secretary, Charles Starrett;
Mr. Robert Hanrahan and chu.
subject, "Help for the Troubled day evening service with the pas ness calmly, as site did everything
I Heart" and
Communion Service tor's subject, "Making Decisions ln else, and never faltered in unselfish West Point, Victor, M Sgt. US A. : Rockland, and one grandson.
Treasurer. Llewellyn Baines; Mast dren have been in Lewiston.
in Heidelberg, Germany. Albert ; Funeral services will be conduct
er at Arms, Benjamin Smalley; In
Miss Mertie Reever has returned will follow the sermon. Nursery a New Year " The Youth Choir will thought toward others, particularly | Ralph and Frank of Vinaliiaven.
ner Ouard, Ralph Crawford; Outer from Newton, Mass
, care will be provided for small chil sing.
her surviving devoted, elder sister,!
ed from the Burpee Punera! Houie
Six of tlve sons have served in the
Ouard, Nelson Spear Delegate to
dren during the morning service.
Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock with
Tuesday, 730 p. m., prayer meet Miss Term McCallum
WITWTHE
U S. Armed Fortes. Three daugh
Orand Lodge for two years, Nelson
AU departments of the Church ing in the vestry and Wednesday at
Miss McCallum was born in this ter®, Mrs. Dorothy Simpson, Gay Rev. J Charles MacDonald ol the
Spear. Alternate. Hollis Gilchrist
School will meet at noon, and each 6.30 p. m.. fellowship supper in the : town, Feb 13. 1881, the daughter of ; ialand Mrs
HaU and M'ss First Baptist Church oClelatlng.
Trustee for three years, Alden NORTH HAVEN
class wlU be beginning a 13 week vestry. The entertainment to fol- Charles J. and Adelia Lermond Me- | Jaluce Knowllon, a stepeon. Carle- Burial will be in Achorn cemetery. |
contest as teams competing against low will be a motion picture.
Watts.
( Callum. As a young woman, site at- ' ton Clark and a step-daughtei,
MRS. CORA ROBBINS
eoch other. The Ambassadors for
At the Owl’s Head Baptist Chap- tended the Coburn Classical Insti- Mrs. Fred Gray of Vlnalhaven.
Burton B's Met Thursday
SOCIAL DANCE
Mrs Cora Carter Hal! Robbins, ||
Christ
meeting
at
6
will
be
led
by
To
Hear
Fine
Speaker
SOITH THOMASTON
el. Rev. James W. Dagino, pastor.: tute in WatervUle, and was em
The Burton B’s met with Mra
A military funeral was held 75, died ln Camden Jan 1,
ORANGE HALL
The
Community
Men
’
s
Club
of
I
Robert
Merriam.
A
prayer
period
at
at 9 a. m„ morning worship ser- ployed doing clerk-al work at the Tuesday afternoon at the Headley
Josephine Stone Thursday evening
8he was the mother of E. Ham
EVSEY SATURDAY
the
North
Haven
Baptist
Church
7
will
precede
"The
Gospel
Story
vice
with
Communion
service.
The
Rice
and
Hutchins
Shoe
Shop
for
at her home on Knox street. CanFuneral
Home by
Woodcock- ilton HaU, publisher ol tiie Cam-1
Music by the NoFeastere
asta~was enjoyed and refreshments wil1 hold thelr January meeting at Hour” at 7.15. Following the hynw- sermon subject will be "Inventory! several years, until she stayed at
Cassli-poomba Post. A. L., Rev W den Herald, and widow of Col. :| |Donation 50c Everyone H'ekomc
were served Mrs. Blanche Vose was >,etX) LodS*.
supper at 6.30 p »hig the serv ice will be broadcast Time." At 10.15 a. m„ Bible School j home as housekeeper for her father, 6. Stackhouse officiating clergy83-6-ti
Ernest A. Roobins. former oubawarded first prize, with the tec- m" on Monday. David A. Nichols from 7JO to 8. Music will be by the for all ages wtU be held with ev- Her older sister at that time, was
ond prize going to Mrs. Blanche of Camden, will be the guest speak- choir and a group of girls, and Mr. eryone welcome to attend. Thurs- t employed out of town.
Lermond Miss Helen Studley won er He is a young lawyer who has MacDonald will speak on "Ten day at 730 p m. prayer meeting ln
ghe formerly was affiliated with
SUNDAY
consolation prize Those attending ***" ver>’ acllve 34 President of the Bible Characters Living in Rock- tlie church.
Ivy Chapter. OES.
were: Mrs. Adelle Roes. Mrs Helen
England Council of Young Re-1 land."
In addition to the sister, she
through
Hallowell Mrs LUla Ames Mrs PubUcana and chairman of the j The first week of the new year
The spiritual basis of genuine
leaves, three cousins, Mrs. Charles
peace
and
brotherhood
will
be
Leila Smalley, Miss Helen Studley, Maine Council of Young Republl- will be observed ae a Week of
K
Rose of Rockland, Bernard Teague
WEDNESDAY
Mrs Blanche Vose Mrs Blanch canj> club Last M**'’ Mr Nlch°’J Prayer with services each night at brought out in the Lesson-Sermon
Inez Llbby Ot
Lermond and the ' hostess Mrs »’as
w Washington by the 7.30 On Monday the meeting will entitled "Ood" which will be read Of Warrtn’ and
Rockland Chamber of Commerce to j he led by the Ingraham and PU- at Christian Science Services on Washington
THE A-l 3-D PRODUCTION OF THEM ALLI
Rev Bruce P. Cummings officia
present the case for Rockland Har- grim Classes: on Tuesday the reg- Sunday. The foUowing verses from
RITA
HAYWORTH
PUTS THAT FOURTH DIMENSION ( S E X ) IN THREE DIMENSIONS!
ted
at
the
funeral
services
held
Chureli News
improvement before the Con-1 ular Happy Prayer and Praise the Bible wiU also be read: “Is not
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT IN THE NEWEST TECHNIQUE - WITH IMPROVED VIEWERSI
Mass will be celebrated at St. grMKiona| committees. He has re- Meeting; on Wednesday the Mac- God in the height of heaven? and Saturday afternoon, Dec. 26th at
James Catholic Church Sunday at cenuy
a similar responsibility ! Donald Class and the Browne Club behold the height of the stars, how the Simmons Funeral Home here.
9 a m
when the United States Army En-' will be ln charge; on Thursday the high they are! . . . Acquaint now Interment was made at the family
RITA HAYWORTH
Services at the St Johns Epiaco- ameers conducted a hearing on the Opportunity and Kailoch Classes thyself with him, and be at peace:
pal Church Sunday morning at 8. saIIie subject
I and on Friday the F. E. W. Class thereby good shall come unto thee."
TURNS
Camden Theatre
IT
followed by Sunday School at 10
j^j. jjichois an unusually strong and the Ambassadors for Christ will Uob 22:12. 21) Sunday services at
Sundays at 3.90-6.30-8.30 P. M.
ON........................
o’clock.
speaker and all the men of North lead the service. On Saturday the
Daily A Sat. 230-6.30-830 P. M.
Services at the Assembly of Gods Haven are urged to hear him "
regular Preparation Prayer Service
Church (Pentecostal i on Sunday
-----will be held. The Women’s Mission
NOW!
$120 CASH NITE
at 2.36 p. m., and 7 p. m . Sunday
It s a well-known fact that the ■ circle will meet on Wednesday at
Edw. G. Robinson, Vera Ellen
School at 1.30 p in Services at 7 politician who claims to be "mis- 230. and the Junior Ambassadors
Excitement AU the Way! In
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
p m., on Wednesday evening Wal- quoted nowadays soon gets a repuhave their meeting on Friday
"BIG LEAGUER"
ter Keller, pastor
tatlon for striking originality
at 330. On the "Thought for the
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Plus the Last Word In WUd
African ThrMlo in Technicolor
Day"' over WRKD at 730 each
Saturday at Z.00. Sunday at 3JK
"BELOW THE SAHARA"
morning Mr MacDonald wiU be
And t h 3 of “LOST PLANET"
LAST TIME TODAY, JAN.
speaking on Tuesday morning and
HE MAKES LENDING A
Mrs. MacDonald on Wednesday
Doris Day, Howard Keel,
SUN.-MON.-TUE8.
^'1
I morning.
Allyn McLerie In
From the Ends of the Unlveree
FRIENDLY BUSINESS
•• » •
They Are Reaching Por Too!
"CALAMITY JANE"
Fantastic! Incredible'. Amazing!
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
4. O'.W
This is the friendly YES MANager of the local
— In Technicolor —
Jbtml Finance Company. He Itelieves that no
Church will hold Its worship ser
one should borrow unnecessarily. But wtien a
H. G. WELLS
SUN.-MON.-TCE8
vice at 10.30 at which time the pas
loan is to a person's advantage, he provides folks
JANUARY 1-4-5
tor,
Rev.
Merle
Conant,
wlU
preach
^TECHNICOLOR zj
„*>*Te with needed cash promptly.
Clark Gable, Ava Gardner
SWU ■- 1A
jje
borrowing a simple, friendly trans
on the subject "Inner Convincing
Grace Kelly In
action. He makes loans lo employed men and women, married or
Power.” Mrs Austin Davis will play
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
-MOCAMBO”
as her organ program "Prelude In
Of
If you decide that a loon is to your advantage, come to see
— In Technicolor —
■ C" by Rink. "Offertory ln Q" by
AuamaZa YES MANager today.
' Batiste, and “Crown Him" Oabteens $23 le $2300 en Slgnsrtere, femlSnre er Aete
WED.-THURS.-FBL
rlel. The choir will aing the an
iJt* tonraer^mer sign to MT MT*
JANUARY t-T-l
them “No Sliadows Yonder" by
"
v
letnNicOLOA
fSVAmar FINANCE
Marge
and Oower Champion
AT REGULAR PRICES
j
Gaul, and Dante Pavone will pre
SUNDAY—CONTINUOUS FROM AM
A Psrsmount Picture
DshMo Reynolds In
10e Optional Charge For Viewers)
|
FAKMSWOHTH MEMORIAL BLOC.
sent as his morning solo "Pour Out
WRRKPAYS-OAO M$ MO
Unknown Tanor Strikes tram
2nd FI., 3K MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
"GIVE A OIRL A BREAK*
:Thy Heart" by Moligue. Ths sesOat of Spnoo! Sptae-Chilling!
Rumi U» • Milw B. Sowyw, YES MANaaw
1 slons of ths Church School will be
— In Technicolor —
Ptoa Newt and Color Oartooa
ENDS SATURDAY—R)^b l«M*-"TMl PMATROOKr*
Santl Dm Slststs Ikms be IS
1-lt
I-It
1-lt
: held from 11 to U.10. All are urged
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I ENGAGEMENT OF DONALD
PAULSEN AND MISS SHIRLEY

Social Matters

POQO SOVM

'HALL-BRIDGES ENGAGEMENT

ENGAGEMENT OF HERBERT G.

■ANNOUNCED—WEDDING THIS FALL

MARTIN AND MISS ELSIE MAE

ANN SEEKINS IS ANNOUNCED

'•" I

CHADWICK IS ANNOUNCED

=S

The Beaverettes will meet TueeMias Katherine Veazle will enterday night at 7JO at the home oi tain the Tonian Circle Wednesday,
Mrs Sebastiano Lulzra, 38 Front Jan. # at her home on Shaw
street
Avenue.

Mr and Mrs. Edward P. Daniels

The Daughters of St Bernards

ind taro children of Concord, Mass., will meet Tuesday night at 7 30 in

were guests or Mr and Mrs. Earl the parish hall
Porter of Oranlte street over the
Yuletide holiday!
Opportunity C'.asi of the First
John E Tovey GMSN who U at Baptist Church will meet Thurstached to the USS Brough at New j day. Jan 14. with Mrs Bernice
port, R. 1.. is apendlng the New Leach, 52 Masonic street Please
' note change In. date.
Years, holidays at the home of Mr
and Mrs George Hyland, Purchase
A New Year's Eve party was held
street
i at the charming home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs Stanley A Gay of ■Mrs. George Hamalainen on Gran
Brockton, Mass, were holiday ite street. A delicious lobster dinguests of Mr and Mrs. George W I ner was served at 8.30 horn a tab'e
Gay, Talbot avenue and Capt and festive with holiday decorations.
’ Guests were: Mr. an Mrs. Pa-ii
Mrs Murray N Stone. Camden.
Lamberte and daughter Cheryle of
Mr. and Mrs Paul Plourde and , New York City, Mr. and Mrs. R.
children David and Anita have re ■ C. Journey of Maxton, N. C„ Mr.
turned to Dover-Foxcroft after and Mrs. Frank Holbrook and Mr.
spending tlie holidays with her and Mrs Carl O. Nelson of this
parents, Mr and Mis. Pearl Look city.

■

pew'
Miss Juliette Mary Bridges

Mr. and Mrs Freeman P Bridges
of Rockland announce the engage
ment of their daughter. Mias Ju
liette Mary Bridges to Kenneth
Dalton Hall. JT, son of Mr. and
Mrs Kenneth D Hall, Sr , of Vi
nalhaven.
Miss Bridges graduated from
Rocklana High School in 1949 and

STATE HOSPITAL WILL CONDUCT
COURSES IN PSYCHOLOGY

AS AID TO PUBLIC

Miss Shirley Ann Seeking

Gorham State Tea here College in ■
1953. She u: now teaching school
in Waterford, Conn.
Mr HaL graduated from Vlnalhuveti High School in 1949 and served
three and one-half years in the U.
8 A. F He is now employed by
the Wilson Company in New London. Conn
A summer wedding is planned

Uzzell photo

Miss Elsie Mae Chadwick
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chadwick
of West Main street. Thomaston.
announce the engagement of their
daughter. Elsie Mae Chadwick to
Herbert O. Martin, son ot Mr alid
Mrs George Marlin of Warren.
i Miss Chadwick is now attending

Thomaston High Schoo! and Mr
Martin is a graduate ol Warren
High School lie is at present employed at Edwards tn Company in
Rocklaiid
No date lias been set for the wedding.

"THANK YOU SIR" SAID IT ALL
Mr. and Mrs Philip Seek ins ol' o; Boothbay Harbor
riuences the struggle of the indi
Shirley
Ann
u
a
Junior
in
Thom

vidual to make an adjustment. Al Thomaston announce the engage
IN TWO LANGUAGES ACCORDING
aston High School Mr Paulsen is
By Margaret S. Fuller
so considered will be the develop ment of their daughter. Shirley Ann
attending, the University of Maine TO COMMANDER REED
Director of Social Work
mental stages of mental reactions
Once again we are planning to from <nfaney through adulthood to Donald Paulsen of Thomaston. The wed<l«,ig is planned for Jan.
Came a letter this morning from i Now. he like myself, has retired. vanced to explain the Jet stream
son of Mr and Mrs John Paulsen 17 at the home of the bride
PORT CLYDE
meet the request of psychologically and old age with their social and
Rev Frank Halliday Ferris, pastor
at least he thinks he has. al- One considers it the result of large
Mr and Mrs William Heal mo
alert citizens for help in a better economic inplications. Stress will
emerltus of the First Presbyterian though lie admits to being a profes- scale mixing processes in the attored
to Hampton, N. H., Saturday
understanding cf why we act the be placed on growth toward ma EVENTS OF PAST DECADE SHOW
Church of Cleveland. Ohio, and now “f “l the religious department ol mosphere; another suggests that it
where they met Mrs. Heal's sister
way we do. Often we are baffled by turity. family living and mature
a professor of religious Instruction tiie College o: Wcos’er, where he ensues when great masses of trop
and family at Larmes for Christ
reactions we see in others and by readings to make an adequate so STEADY ROCKLAND GROWTH AS
in the College of Wooster at Woos- teaches student ministers, and mis ical and polar air meet By either
mas party.
our own emotional responses We cial adajrtation. Each lecture will
ter, Ohio. Tins letter brings to s;c:iar:es how to stand up arid light- theory, the am.urit of energy In
Chief George Fay, assistant Alli
often regret tlie way we have be designed to help us understand PRESENT CONDITIONS INDICATE
volved
is
vast,
and
tins
has
led
to
In
my
opinion
lie
should
be
good
at
mind an almost forgotten picture
son Wilson, Sr., and crew were
handled a given situation, yet we what we and our children are go STILL MORE IN YEARS AHEAD
in which Dr. Ferris was the central this for 1 know of my own special another meteorological problem—
do not understand why we acted ing through in growing up and
figure some years before he attained knowledge, that he has an expert- wheie docs this energy come from? ca"ec* recently to a lively chimney
The City of Rockland starts off
New streets in the business sec- his present eminence.
as we did, nor can we determine dealing with cur every day prob
enced background for such a Job Most recently, it has been suggest- ^ire a’ •*le tiome of Frank Morris,
why others acted the way they did lems. Every parent can get a better thls morning on the 100th calendar tion; an almost entirely revamped
ed that L ade-wind clouds formed Tenant s Harbor.
G H Reed
It s a picture of a stocky young
We would like to know how to meet. understanding, more acceptance of year of It's existence and the last and equipped fire department and Navy chaplain skidding the length
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Siinmon6
over the ocean in warm latitudes,
auch predicaments more adequate himself and his children and feel six months of the municipal fiscal police department. Also, new ap- ol a canvass covered expansion
identify tlie areas where the prln- and soil William were home for tlie
The Public Notes
ly and W'e desire a better under more secure and comfortable in year which will round out a cen- proaches to the city In three dlrec- Joint on the hurricane deck of the
cTpal energy transfer takes place holidays with their parents.
uons, over Payne Avenue from U. S hospital ship Mercy, some
standing of the forces underlying dealing with his dally tasks, once tury of city government.
According
to one calculation,
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs
The
Errors
—
he sees clearly these mental mech
It's past can be easier told than Pleasant Gardens; Camden street where off the Virginia Capes In the
our actions.
streams of warm air in these clouds Philip Hupper were C. Alton HupTwo years ago the course in anisms. It will be demonstrated can it's future be predicted. How- from the Rockport line and Route midst of a storm at sea. Tlie chap Forgets the "Hits"
supply 40 to 50 times tlie energy jyer from Camp Devens, Theo Hup"Persrnallty and Adjustment," giv that most of these problems are al ever several conditions may be ho- 17 from the Rockport line
needed to sustain the atmosphere's per from Portland. 8aliy from
lain hadn't his sea legs then and
Temperature at 4 p m.. 43 F Wind patterns—the rest is radiated Rockland and Doieen and family
One new school and a second un- he rade the joint on his garbeard
en at the Augusta State Hospital, most universal and of,ten have com ted which could make those preprovided a survey of the different mon causes wlUch can be under dlctione brighter than could have der construction both point to the strake to bring uji against the guard relative.humidity, 57 per cent; light into space,
Irom Tenant's Harbor
areas determining our personality stood. prevented or successfully been the case even a few years ago progress of the community when rail with force enough to knock northeasterly winds, overcast skies
To understand the Jet stream,
Paul Dalrymple is on a business
patterns or makeup, including also treated
Peeopir Work Togethr
outsiders view it with the thought the wind out of him When he hit and l.ght showers tills evening and techniques for mapping It fre trip to Boston.
Tlie fourteen sessions. "The Psy First, the ability of Rocklanders to
a survey of mental illness Last
loeatlli8 here
the rail this chaplain didn't say a t.nr.in; fair tomorrow with coder quently and accurately are need
Christine Dorman of Rockland
year's course, in compliance with chology of Every Day Living" which work together for tlie common
rllc establishing ol a full time word, out tlie executive officer said temperatures Tills was a recent 5 ed, A recent suggestion envisions a was a recent guest of Mrs, Kusseai
popular demand, had to do with will Include lectures, films and dis good. Several examples of that re reahonal department by the City plenty in picturesque seagoing lan
p. m Weather'BureatT forecast'for ne,WOTk 01 1-^nimentt to measure Porter at "Land's End "
the psychology of adolescence, a cussions. started December 2 will characteristic have been shown in points again to progressive think guage, tor the padre had missed Boston and vicinity. During the the earth's electrical field. A five
period often characterized by emo run through March 17 They will be recent years, outstanding of which ing in an alive community.
next 24 hours wind velocities year 8tud>
atmospheric electrihim by less than six Inches.
! held on Wednesdays 7 to 9 p m. at
PLEASANT POINT
tional turmoil.
is the Maine Seafoods Festival in
It was a moment of some anxiety rea led 70 miles per hour along the cal activity has revealed good
Favorable Labor Conditions
Stanley Leighton and friend ol
This year a poll revealed that the the Augusta State Hospital. Course which a city of just under 10.000
correlation
between
electrical
dis

Eighth, good labor relations be for the spectators of that historic N w England ccast, some coastal
greatest demand would be for a dis fee. S10. Tills non-credit course is population entertains five times it's
turbances. such us thunderstorms Stonington were guests Saturday of
for
the
possibilities
for
injury
slide.
roads
became
impassable,
tlioustween employer and employee, one
cussion of normal psychological de open to any Interested person over own number in a three day periodand trrnadoes. and tlie Jet-stream Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis,
of the real values noted by persons were only too apparent, net only to ouds of people an Long Island
velopment, the reactions of the in age 18. As in previous years, this all with volunteer workers
pattern. If the connection is close
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"MARTIN LUTHER" CALLED PICTURE

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

OF THE YEAR-OPENS SUNDAY

AT THE KNOX THEATRE

John M Richardson
The appended item on the passing
ol Cap' William D. Bennett comes
from an unknown source and the
date is not given This is printed in
the urgent hope that some good
friend of steamboat history may
submit a story or several on the late
Captain Bennett w’ho was widely
known in steamboa' circle* Un
happily this department has verylittle Information concerning him
and we will welcome all such
The death of Capt William D
Bennett. 83. which occurred at
Sailors'
Snug Harbor,
Staten
Island. New York, marks ’he pass
ing of one of the best known steam
boat men in the history of the Pen
obscot river, bay and Eastera
waters. He had served as deckhand,
fireman, engineer, mate, pilot and
mas*er of a score of steam craft of
all kind* and sizes In more than 50
years of activity, retiring with re
luctance after almost the last
steamboat had been put out of
business in these waters by chang
ing conditions, with ’he coming of
automobile transportation
Boni at Bucksport Center, like
the most of the "Bucksport Ben
netts" he was attracted to the river
and sea when hardly more than a
youth. His first berth was on tlie
old Ross A- Howell fleet of river
tugs as deck-hand, on the C. B.
Sanford. Walter Ross. Delta, Ralph
Ross and Howell, working up from
fireman to engineer, then mate, pi
lot. and taking out a master's pa
pers at an early age
Turning to (teainboating he was
for some time engineer of the
steamer Electa on Frenchman's
Bay Returning to the Penobscot
some 40 years ago he established
service between Bucksport, river

and bay landings to Camden, mak
ing a round trip a day conneotlng
with the Bucksport morning and
evening trains His first boat was
the small steamer M and M later
reuilt and lengthened and renamed
the 8tockton
This line was operated until about
1916. other boats ln service at times
being the steamers Emmeline. Cas
tine. Merryconeag. Rockland. Tre
mont and others, the last being the
steamer Islesboro built at Camden
tn 1914 at the Cobb yard. Capt
Benne’t w-as long associated in the
ownership of the hue with Daniel
Kerst of Bucksport, and afterwards
orgaulzed the Penobs-ot Bay and
River Steamboat Co The Islesboro
was sold to the government during
the World War I
Leaving steamboatiug for a tune
Capt Bennett had a store at Bucks
port Oenter and his last service was
pilot on the Maine Central steamer
Pemaquid on the Rockland and
Castine route, retiring three years
ago when the line was discontinued
Kindly and courteous Capt. Ben
nett will long be remembered

The Roust-a-Bout
A Roust-a-bout got left on a Rock
land Dock
On a cold and wintry day
He was weary and dry
Ar.d he tliought of the Rye
That placed him in that way
The Motieole. that Queen of boats
Was waiting to pull out
She was loaded down with corn and
oats
And short one Roust-a-bout
We sailed away on Penobscot Bay
For Tenant's Harbor we did steer
When I saw that drop. I thought 1
would flop
Tne tide high once a year
Port Clyde was next.

REVIEW OF THE YEAR 1953
The Courier-Gazette presents items from its files of the
past year, items which made the major news of the 157 editions
published during the year.
The months appear in bold type in the center of the column.
The dates, also in bold type, appear at the left of the column
and indicate the date of the issue of the paper, and not neces
sarily the date of the event reported. Items appearing below
dates, and before the next date appears, are those carried in
the issue of the date above.
(Second Installment)

APRIL
11 The Business and ProfessionWomen's Club took on the ’ask of
obtaining floats for the Festival
parade
14 A conference of labor leaders
and government meditators with
Oeneral Foods officials ln Washing
ton was in progress in an effort to
stop the tieup of the Birdseye traw
lers tn Rockland.
IX An unexpected, and heavy
snowstorm killed plans for an ear
ly start of the baseball season by
area high schools
21 Rockland High seniors left
on their annual trip to the nation's
capital

23 Evelyn Carleton and Jose
phine Bean were announced as win
ners of top and second scholastic
honors for their four years at Ap
pleton High School
30 The Story of Lucy Farns
worth was published in the Satur
day Evening Post, and received
some sharp erttiesm 'rom local peo
ple who knew her in life
Oeneral Foods Shipyard launched
the steel tug Nlbroc for Brown
Company of Berlin, N H She was
destined for use In the lake area on
the Maine-New Hampshire border
above Berlin

versary and The Courier-Gazette
published a 30-page edition to mark
the event

19 Civil Defense forces tn the
county received a Jeep fire fight
ing unit, complete with a trailer
tank for water
Wage increases were granted to
workers by Dragon Cement Com
pany and Rockland Rockport Lime
Company, following union negotia
tions.
James Sullivan was honored with
a reception by Central Maine Pow
er Company on the completion of
50 years service
The Maine Central Railroad
changed from steam engines to die
sel in the Rockland yard
21 The United Cement. Lime
and Ovpoum Workers Union xmp'alned by the National Labor Re
lations Board against the Algln
Corporation over the layoff of 18
workers at the plant Officials of
the company contended that tiie
layoff was for business reasons and
was not influenced by union action
23 Una Korpinen. 42. construc
tion worker of St Oeorge. was elec
trocuted on a road project on the
road between Wiley’s Corner and
Spruce Head when a power shovel
he was tending struck a high ten
sion line as he grasped a chain sus
pended from the boom
26 The Knox County Selective
Service Board took It's first 19 year
old boys ln a draft contingent
Three South School lads. Thom
as and Richard Smith and Lyn us
Morse, rescued nine year old Joan
Tripp who w-as adrift in a leaking
boat off Schofield-White Park.
Richard H. Crockett. 34. assistant
postmaster at North Haven, com
mitted suicide in Wollaston. Mass
while on a trip to Boston for med
ical treatment
28 Capt Elwood S Rowe, mas
ter of the O'Hara trawler Jeanne
D'Arc, died aboard the craft off
Cape Sable
The Knox Twlllgh' League op
ened with the Thomaston Clippers
St Oeorge 13-4.
(To be continued)

MAT
2 Studley'). furniture store op
ened In new quarters on Park
street, on the way to rebuilding the
business after a total loss ln ’be
Dec 12 fire Pearl Studley became
the sole owner of the business
5 Several Knox and Waldo
County residents, who had bought
late model cars recently last them
to FBI. State Police and sheriffs In
a cleanup of a car theft ring. The
owners were held blameless but
had to surrender the vehicles
Charged with being principals in
Interstate transportation of the cars
were Samuel E Watts of Union and
Lawrence. Mass. and Francis E
Watts of Washington Charges
were brought by the FBI
Rev J Charles MacDonald, pas
tor of the First Baptist Church in
Rockland, observed his 25th anni APPLETON
versary with the parish
At the Appleton Baptist Church,
7 The Rockland Oraln Company morning worship service begins at
was gutted by a two alarm blaze 11 a m, the topic "Let's Do More in
at 330 a. m
Fifty-four" Sunday School for all
12 Miss Margaret Buttomer. 46 ages is held during the hour pre
years a teacher, was honored at a ceding morning worship. At 7 30 p.
reception held at South School and m, Thursday evening prayer meet
attended by 300 persons
ing Is held, and the book of Rev
The sardine season opened with elation is beuig studied. Rev Don
the first herring being landed at ald J. Ryder welcomes all to attend
the plant of Holmes Packing Cor the services of the church.
poration in Rockland.
You have to travel fast these
14 Dragon Cement Company of
i ouawr.ed Ua &>U aaa»- dajt just to stay where you art.

made to Insure driver safety, I a continuous 24-hour grind rather
Chrysler Takes His were
the last, previous Indianapolis stock than ^th overnight stops where
toric Stevens T rophy car record of 1P10 miles in 24 hours repairs or even major overhauls
was broken when the car reached can be made as is done ln some road
the 1,910-mtle mark ln approxi races," Wilbur Shaw said.
With "FireballI"
The Stevens Trophy was donated
mately 21 hours.
The historic Stevens Trophy has
The car was piloted by a three- by wealthy sportsman Samuel 8tebeen awarded to Chrysler today for man team of Indianapolis racing ve.ns of Rome, New York, to the
breaking all Indianapolis Speedway, drivers Tony Bettenhausen. Tlnly Speedway In 1927 to be awarded the

fe j
And snow shovels took a path for
speed and endurance records for Park, IUtnoia, Chrysler dealeT and American stock car attaining the
AAA championship driver, led off highest average speed during a 24our Bike
stock cars by completing a 24-hour ‘
and was followed at the wheel by hour run on the “500“ track.
When rubber neoks they gave us a
continuous run with an average
The trophy was won first by a
Bill Taylor of Temple City, Calllook
spaed of 8£X89 m. p h. for 2,157
fornla and Pat O'Connor of North, Stutz which in 1927 completed a
There was Little chance to hike.
miles.
Vernon, Indiana. They drove for 24-hour run at an average speed of
Friendship next, our only friends
Stieedwray president, Wilbur Shaw
two and three-hour periods to ln- 68.44 m p. h and traveled 1.6U
Was hencoops, egus and clams
who called the run “the greatest
sure safe driving during the run. miles. Stutz lost the trophy to Mer- V
And the look I took of old Round
stock car test In the world." pre
whlch Chrysler regards primarily1 mon In 1931 when a Marmon 16
Pond •
sented the trophy to Chrysler Di
as an endurance test
1 completed a 24-hour run at an avWould put JeUv tn the lams
isSSa
vision General Sales Manager E
Followlng the run the car was erage speed of 76.42 m p. h. for
New Harbor was the next. In sight
M. Braden
disassembled bv AAA to cstablish- 1834 miles
Where Hermin he did glide
The contest board ol the AAA.
The third winner of the trophy
its stock status and enable the
While the bait and. fish came roll
which supervised the run, made It
Chrysler engineers to inspect all was Cord which in 1937 completed
■
ing In
official when Colonel A W Her
parts for wear. The 235-horsepower a 24-hour run with a Cord 812 su
There was an auction sale inside.
rington, AAA contest board chair
FirePower engine and fully-auto- percharged mcdel at an average
Still on our wav was old Boolhbay j
man. presented the Chrys’er execu
matic PowerElite transmission per speed of 79577 m. p. h. for 1,909.831
Through ’he rooky coast of Maine
tives with documents certifying the
formed perfectly without any me miles Speedster Ab Jenkins was
We heaved a sigh and sang good
Martin Luther (Mall MacOinnJsi the fiery 16th century monk who results.
chanical failure or replacement of the record-breaking driver on thia
bye
The record was set by a stock!
split Church and State through his demand for religious reform, is
occasion.
For Home Sweet Home again
brought before Charles V of the Holv Roman Empire at the historic 1954 Chrysler FlrePower 235-horse- parts
Braden credited the record to the
Hie FlrePower engine used in
I»kt of Augsburg, In this scene from "Martin Luther." dramatic feature power V-8 New Yorker DeLuxe
By Pemaouid and all the lights
f tm nrodured on location in Western Germany by Louis de Rochemont
performance characteristics of the the car is the standard production
The Meneole went through,
model which for hour after hour
Associates. The picture opens at the Knox Theater on Sunday.
FirePower hemispherical-head V-8 engine. It is rated at 235-horseBy Halfway Rock and Portland
during the grueling run over the
engine in combination with the j power at 4.400 r. p. m It has a oomLouis
de
Rochemont's
"Martin
'
Ouy
Verney
is
agile
as
Melanchton,
I
Head
roughest and most abrasive hardtop
i pression ratio of 75 to 1. and a bore
Old Portland was in view
! Luther," which opens at Knox The-’ Heinz Piper aa intransigent as Dr. race track ln the world reached PowerFUte transmission.
This combination enabled tha of 3-13'16 and stroke of 3-5 8. It
Portland was our final stop
j atre Sunday Is that rare thing in John Eck and Alexander Gauge is speeds In excess of 120 m. p. h. and
drivers to accelerate rapidly out of ; has a displacement of 331.1 cubic
pcrcine aid regulslve as Tetesl,
The tide w-as rather low
averaged some laps on the sharply
m it Ion picture commerce. It is a
the turns, reach high speeds on the, inches
We started In the might and main
the merchant cf papel Induigenscholarly religious film. Most of cies. The good performers are too I curved. 2 1-2 mile track cd over 97. straightway* and save tires on the
The Meneole to stow.
m.
p.
h.
Regular
grade
gasoline
and
turns The new. anti-roll front sus
rhost bundled newspapers whiah
We filled her main and upper deck the screen enterprises that have many to mention ln ths British.)
fetched their subjects or themes German. Dutch and Austrian cast. stock tires were used during the pension contributed to high lap av serve a hundred useful purposes,
Beside her lower hold
run.
To be sure there may not be tlie
erages by allowing safe perform are available, though In short
And I Ne'er shall forget my open from Biblical or related sources
Although 42 planned pit stops
have been elegant ar.d expensive popular curiosity for this picture
ance at high speeds through the supply, at The Oourler-Gazette of
ing night
costume affairs, devoted trore to that there is for “Salome" or per
turns, he said
fice. Six pound bundles of print
On board the Moneole.
spectacle and sentiment than to haps we might add for the forth
Notices of Appointment
"This run Is significant in its ed papers 15c per bundle. Six
8he was never known to miss a
' deep and considerate thoughts and coming super-screen presentation
I. WILLIS R. VTNAL. Resrtlter meaning as to the safety and dur- ixtund bundles of unprinted plain
trip
deeds. No need to mention any of The Robe." But. like such in of Probate for the County ol Knox
ability of today's stock automohlle, white news papers, 25c per bundle,
Let the winds blow high or low
titles or call any big producers' trospective films ijefore |t as the In th" S'ate of Maine, hereby cer as the whole 2,157 miles was run In |
118-tf
For the Moneole. the dear old soul
tify that ln the following estates,
names.
The
ordinary
treatment
of
Frerxi)
..
Monsleur
Vincent"
or
the persons were appointed admin
Was always on the go.
religious subjects has been for ■ • G<x( Ne(.djs
1( pavs more istrators. executors, guardians and
Composed by Dan Doherty, the
conservators and on the dates
"mass audience appeal.”
PROBATE NOTICES
about the quality of true religion hereinafter named.
winter of 1906-19(17.
But "Martin Luther" Is some than any number of previous
of South Thomaston, deceased
STATE OF MAINE
Moneole. Pet name for steamer
ERNEST L. BLAISDELL. late
thing different. It makes a direct gaudy spectacles.
To all persons Interested in Petition asking that bond of Trus
of Rockland, deceased.
Novem either
Moneole which ran between Port
tee be reduced to the sum of five
approach to the mind and the rea
ber 17. 1953 Albert P Blalsdell of named: of the estates hereinafter hundred dollars, presented by Wil
land and Machlasport and way
soning capacity of the audience
Ro~k!and was appointed adminis
At a Probate Court held at Rock liam Ix-onard of Owl's Head. Trus
landings
in visualizing upon the screen the Let's Stop Highway trator and qua’iflcd by filing bond land. ln and for the County of tee.
Written from memory by John J
on
November
24,
1953.
famous cleric's sixteenth century
Knox on the fifteenth day of De
ESTATE MARY J DAVLS. late
Marks. Bath, Me . who was a ship
HARRY A. POGO of Appleton. cember. in the year of our Lord of Thomaston, deceased. Petition
practices of the Roman Church Murders-A Remedy
November 25. 1963 Maynard M one thousand nine hundred and fro License to $ell certain real es
mate of Roust-a-bout Dan Doher
challenge to the theology and
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